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HYBRID-MESHNET: A LOCAL AREA MESH NETWORK.

WITH DISTRIBUTED CONTROL

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
1.1

Background
1.1.1

Distributed Data Processing Systems

In the area of computer design and manufacture, the architecture
and implementation of distributed systems have received considerable
recent attention. The two major motivations underlying the increased

importance of these systems are the dramatic and continuing priceperformance revolution in micro electronics and transmission medium and

the development of efficient and cost-effective interconnection structures
[Lamp 81].

The potential advantages listed below constitute the general expectations of distributed systems [FARB 72,BLAC 83]:

(1) performance improvement, in large part the by-product of the

inherent parallelism of distributed processing as well as load
balancing;

(2) system reliability and improved fault tolerance, insofar as

failed processors may be easily replaced by other processors;
(3) system expandability (modular structure);
(4) incremental upgrading of processor nodes;
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(5) dynamic restructuring;

(6) decreased design time;
(7) ease of system validation; and
(8) production cost-effectiveness (in comparison to centralized

systems) due to the economies of scale inherent in the production of microprocessors.

On the other hand, the principal limitations of distributed systems are the
inefficiencies due to increased hardware and software overhead and their
frequent failure to deliver acceptable throughput.

Distributed computing may be characterized as a spectrum of activi-

ties varying in their degree of decentralization, with remote computer networking at one extreme and multiprocessing at the other. Remote computer networking is the loose interconnection of previously isolated, widely

separated, and rather large computing systems, while multiprocessing is a
tightly coupled collection of previously monolithic, serial computing systems

and processors. The local area network, the interconnection of computers

to gain the resource sharing of computer networking and the parallelism

of multiprocessing, lies near the middle of this spectrum.
R. M. Metcalfe and David R. Boggs have classified distributed computing as follows:

Table 1. Classification of Distributed Computing [METC 76].
Activities

Remote Networks

Separation

> 10.0 km

Local Networks

10 - 0.1 km

Multiprocessors

< 0.1 km

Bit rate
< 0.1 Mbps

0.1 - 10 Mbps
> 10.0

Mbps
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1.1.2 Local Area Networks

Research on distributed systems is in progress not only within universities, but also in industry and governmental organizations. Networks,

and in particular local area networks (LAN), are often the spur to build
distributed systems. A LAN is generally defined as a communication network interconnecting a variety of data communicating devices within a

small area. This definition implies the following basic properties [STAL
84]:

(1) A LAN is a communication network containing its own communication facilities.
(2) Data communication devices which communicate over a transmission medium include computers, terminals, peripheral devices, sensors, and telephones.

(3) A LAN is geographically local.

Therefore, the opportunity to optimize a network for a particular user's
applications is a key feature of the LAN.
Analysis of LANs reveals that they provide greater reliability of
data processing than do large remote networks. It is much easier to optimize data processing in a LAN and better conditions are established for

integrating the processing of various kinds of information (e.g., administrative management, control of technological processes, or business document processing).

Because of the small distances between user systems in local area

networks, the transmission rate of data units can be increased in a reasonably simple manner.

Since transmission errors are reduced in the pro-

cess, the algorithms to detect and correct these errors are of relatively
simple formulation.
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The main attributes of local area networks can be characterized as
follows:

(1) inexpensive devices (modems, repeaters and transceivers);
(2) ease of physical connection of devices to the media;
(3) high data transmission rates; and
(4) a high degree of interconnection between devices.

In terms of their functional purpose, LANs can be divided into two groups.

The first includes general-purpose networks providing all types of data
processing. The second is formulated for local specialized networks.
1.2 Hybrid-Meshnet: A Local Area Mesh Network with Distributed Control

Recently, a great deal of effort has been devoted to the study, design, standardization, and implementation of local area networks (LANs).

Most of the studies have been based on linear bus or simple ring topology.

The LAN of the 80's initially evolved from office automation, military "C'" (command, control, and communications) requirements, and a
variety of automated applications [MALH 86, HUTC 85].

Many of these

applications require prompt, robust, reliable, and flexible services and
their environments are subject to constant change and expansion. For in-

stance, the number of terminals or other devices using a LAN may be in-

creased, but response times must remain at a certain level. Moreover, the
environment may also be changed through breakdown, repair, or user reconfiguration.

Examples of these applications are computer-aided engi-

neering, inter-office message transmission and electronic mail, factory
automation, flexible manufacturing systems, robotics, airborne/shipborne

systems, and real time control.
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Consequently, the design of high speed and reliable local area net-

works is a subject of considerable current interest among computer system researchers. However, existing LANs based on a bus or ring topology
may have only limited levels of the above requirements, i.e., performance
(response time) and reliability.
The communication subnet presented in this study, Hybrid-Meshnet,

is designed to provide good performance and high reliability, and to be

applicable to high speed transmission mediums (e.g., fiber optic cable).
By using a hybrid topology (the addition of one more channel using a token
ring to a conventional mesh network), Hybrid-Meshnet is intended to pro-

vide more efficient, reliable, and flexible services to both localized communities of users and automated control applications which often require
real-time operations.

Hybrid- Meshnet is well suited for small to moderate size shared
resource/distribution processing and control systems put together within a

single building or complex of buildings for the purpose of data processing,
office automation, factory automation, various kinds of process controls,
teleconferencing, and security.

These systems may be characterized by

brief messages, such as control signals, process control commands, or

alarms, and large message volume, such as exist in file transfer systems.
The proposed network model, shown in Figure 1-1, has the following properties:

(1) Each computer resource is interfaced to the communication

subnet with an intelligent MU (Network Interface Unit). The
MU is designed to reduce local network software complexity

at the expense of the hardware in order to minimize node
processing overhead. More than one device (e.g., terminals,
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peripherals, memory banks, or a variety of sensors) may be
connected to a single MU in a suitable clustered form. The
network interface controller is the conceptual control element

of a node which interfaces with all of the layers of the node
within the NIU. This controller is responsible for all acti-

vities associated with network communications, such as set-

ting and resetting control parameters, obtaining reports of
error conditions and malfunctions, and determining if the node
should be connected or disconnected from the medium. Each

NIU is interfaced to two types of communication channels; one

for the token ring and the other for data links.
(2) A coaxial cable or a fiber optic token ring connects all NIUs

in the network. Only one NIU may transmit through the token
ring at any given time, while the other NIUs monitor the token ring. This communication type is referred to as a
"broadcast" type of communication in which short data mes-

sages and control messages are transmitted to one or more
destination nodes directly via the token ring.
(3) Arbitrary patterns of one or more fiber optic cables (or high
speed coaxial cables) are NIU-to-NIU communication channels

(i.e.,data links). At any given time a specific data message
path between any communication pair can be established dynam-

ically from the collection of these separate channels, referred
to as data link segments, by using a circuit switching technique.

On a running network, the addition of MU-to-MU links

to upgrade overall network performance and/or fault tolerance,

or the elimination of a NIU-to-MU (by a link fault resulting
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from performance degradation) may be considered. Long data

messages are transmitted to one or more destination nodes via
circuit switched data links.
(4) The control function of the network is fully distributed. Net-

work authority (characterized by the ability to perform certain
restrictive control actions) is distributed among the NIUs ac-

cording to specific rules. Each MU has an equal ability to

claim the role of network controller. There is no centralized
control concept.
1.3 Scope and Organization of the Study

The first chapter has served to introduce Hybrid-Meshnet, establishing its background as a LAN and summarizing its objectives and sig-

nificant features. Chapter II is a review of related materials and studies
and in Chapter III several typical LAN systems, reflecting a variety of

different characteristics, are introduced. Mesh LANs are also discussed
in detail since this study is closely related.
Details of the Hybrid-Meshnet control and routing mechanisms are

discussed in chapter IV and its structure and design are analyzed in Chap-

ter V. A performance evaluation of Hybrid-Meshnet is carried out in
Chapter VI and fail-softness (fault tolerance) is discussed in Chapter WI.
Comparison studies with other competing network systems through the use
of modeling and simulations is discussed in Chapter WIT.

The final chapter of this study begins with a summary of the significant features of Hybrid-Meshnet and the research contributions of this
study.

Remaining unsolved problems are identified and suggestions will
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also be offered for future research. Finally, the conclusions and implications which may be drawn from the specifications of Hybrid-Meshnet will
be presented.
1.4

Definitions

Arbitration: Arbitration is the resolution of conflicts occurring

when simultaneous requests are made for resources, and only
one request can be honored. By a given method one of the requests is chosen and its request granted.
Baseband: Information is encoded directly onto the transmission

medium.

Only one information signal is present on the

medium at any given time.

Broadband: A method of using a transmission medium having a
wide frequency bandwidth. Several signals can be carried

simultaneously in a broadband by allocating different channels

to separate frequency bands.
Broadcast: All devices on the system (network or medium) are ca-

pable of receiving all signals transmitted by others.
Channel: A means of transporting information signals. Several
channels can share the same physical circuit.
Collision:

When two information signals attempt to use the same

channel simultaneously.

Computer Network: A computer network is a collection of several
computing systems interconnected through a network with

varying services and capabilities, enabling program, data, and
load sharing.
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Contention:

When more than one user attempts to use the same

channel simultaneously.

Controller Node: A node which controls the activities of the entire
network.

Datagram: A single packet, in a packet-switched network, which is
routed without reference by the network to any other data-

gram being sent to several different locations in a distributed
system.

Distributed processing: The distribution of information processing

functions among several different locations in a distributed
system.

Distributed system: An information processing system in which a

number of individual processors at different locations are
linked in order that they may cooperate.

Flooding: A packet routing method which replicates received pack-

ets and sends them via all free resources, thus ensuring that
the actual destination is reached.

Heterogeneous Network: A heterogeneous network is a collection

of architecturally different processor nodes.
Homogeneous Network: A homogeneous network is a collection of

architecturally similar processor nodes.
ISO (International Organization for Standardization):

The body

which promotes the development of worldwide standards.

Membership consists of the national organizations which are

the most representative of standardization in their respective
...

countries.
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Layer: A set of logically related functions which are grouped together. Interfaces to and from the layer may be standard-

ized, but not the ways in which internal functions are performed.

Packet: A block of data with a defined format containing control
and data fields.

Process: A process is an ordered set of instructions that perform
designated computations.

Processor: A processor is a hardware assembly which can execute

or perform a process.
Terminal Node: A terminal node is a processor node in a network
performing activities such as sending and receiving data messages.

Such a node is referred to as a terminal node or

simply a node.

Transceiver: A transmitter/receiver through which devices can access the network.
Virtual circuit: A call on a virtual circuit uses real physical con-

nections which the transmission service may employ for other

calls made by other subscribers.

(:___:)

: Node

ID:

Terminal, Computer
Other Device

Figure 1-1. A Possible Network Configuration of Hybrid-Meshnet.
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CHAPTER II.

REVIEW OF RELATED ACTIVITIES
2.1

Introduction

The technical approach employed to obtain an appropriate LAN sys-

tem should include definitions of representative topology and the nature of
the physical transmission medium, the switching technology, the network

control mechanism, and access methods or communication protocols for

transmission between users. The latter considerations involve decisions

that will affect the entire LAN. These important related activities are
briefly discussed below.
2.2 Topology

The term "topology", in the context of a communications network,

refers to the manner in which nodes, user devices, and transmission links
are interconnected. The topology of the interconnections in a network is

of primary concern since it has a major effect on the performance, cost,
reliability, flexibility, modularity, and reconfigurability of the network, as

well as network control strategies and its switching and routing mechanisms. Among various topologies the following have been widely used for
LANs [ANDE 75, SOI 81, MALH 86].
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2.2.1

Bus Topology

A bus network consists of a highway for transporting information

between the nodes which are connected to it (see Figure 2-1(a)). Each
node is given a unique address which the others append to messages dispatched to the target node. Since only one transmission path is available

for the entire network, there must be a method in which its use may be
shared. The most common techniques for this topology are Carrier Sense

Multiple Access (CSMA) and the token bus. A bus topology network has
the following characteristics:

(1) A single transmission medium;
(2) Suitability for high-speed burst traffic;
(3) Complex access arbitration;
(4) Nodes may fail without affecting the entire network, but a bus

failure may separate the entire network, resulting in a network failure;
(5) Reliability is dependent upon a distributed control strategy.
2.2.2 Star Topology

The star network shown in Figure 2-1(b) consists of a central
switching resource to which a number of nodes are connected, each by a
functionally single, bidirectional path. Messages are exchanged among net-

work nodes using the central switching resource as an intermediary.
Therefore, this topology eliminates the need for each network node to
make routing decisions, allowing a particularly simple structure for each

of the other network nodes. The operation of the network is highly dependent upon the correct operation of the central node, which performs all
of the routing functions and which must have a capacity sufficient to cope
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with simultaneous conversations. The star topology networks have the

following characteristics:
(1) Any central point failure results in failure of the entire network;

(2) A circuit is established until connection is broken;

(3) A single device failure does not affect the network; and
(4) Ease of expansion up to limits of the control switch.
2.2.3 Loop Topology

The basic organization of this specialized network is simple. Sev-

eral processors are linked together, as shown in Figure 2-1(c), to form
the equivalent of a ring. The appeal of the ring structure lies in the simplicity of its high channel utilization and an absence of message routing
problems. Since all information passes through each processor, the only

decision which must be made is whether or not to extract the information.
The major disadvantages of ring structures are low throughput and low
structural reliability. A typical loop topology network has the following
characteristics:
(1) Elimination of a central point of failure;

(2) A distributed network control;
(3) The ability to encompass broadcast capability;
(4) Relatively simple network access software;

(5) The throughput is high for nets with a small number of nodes

operating at high speeds over short distances;
(6) Performance is dependent upon the message transmission
mechanism;

(7) To expand, simply add nodes; and
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(8) A link failure can disrupt the entire network.
2.2.4 Mesh Topology

This form, shown in Figure 2-1(d), is most often found in public
data communication networks and also in some modern private networks.
Mesh topology is required when it is important to have redundant connec-

tions, possibly to handle exceptional traffic loads or provide a high degree

of security from line failure by providing alternative paths between nodes.
Mesh networks have the following characteristics:
(1) Duplicate paths between nodes;
(2) Complexity increases with expansion;

(3) Routing decisions may be complex;

(4) Single node or link failure does not cause the failure of the
network, but only its degradation;

(5) Performance is dependent on high connectivity; and

(6) A high degree of security is inherent in the structure.
2.3

The Transmission Medium

The transmission medium is the physical path between the transmitter and the receiver in a communications network. Since a significant

portion of LAN characteristics are determined by the properties of the
transmission medium, in combination with the interconnection pattern of the

nodes, implementation of a LAN requires a careful consideration of the
transmission media. The most common media are twisted pair copper ca-

bles, coaxial cables, and fiber-optic cables.
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2.3.1

Twisted-Pair Cables

Twisted-pair cables are suited to both analog and digital transmissions. Bandwidth and distance characteristics which can be supported by

twisted-pair cable, however, are much less than those provided by coaxial
cable. Using a typical twisted-pair cable, 1 to 2 Mbps can be achieved.

Due to this characteristic, it is best suited for transmission of information
over relatively short distance point-to-point links between devices or re-

peaters on the network.
2.3.2 Coaxial Cables

Coaxial cables have existed since the early 1940s. They are used

extensively in long distance telephone toll trunks and local area networks.

The popularity of coaxial cable is due to its moderate cost, high band-

width, and low bit-error rate. Coaxial cables are designed to provide for

greater bandwidth and faster bit rates than twisted-pair cables. Two
modes of data transmission are possible using coaxial cable; baseband and
broadband.

In baseband signaling, the information is sent through the cable

in essentially unmodulated form. Each data bit is represented by a dis-

crete signal level on the cable. Broadband, on the other hand, uses a modulation technique to transmit multiplexed analog signals. The bandwidth of

coaxial cable depends on the mode of transmission employed. With base-

band, data rates of up to 10 Mbps can be achieved; higher rates are possible, but only at increased costs. The maximum bandwidth available
through coaxial cable for broadband systems is about 100 to 300 Mbps.

Coaxial cable provides a low error rate, dependent upon the network configuration. Since this bandwidth and error rate are sufficient for most of
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LAN requirements, coaxial cable systems continue to proliferate and will

remain a popular technology for the foreseeable future.
2.3.3 Fiber-Optic Cables

The most exciting development in the area of transmission media is
fiber-optic cable. Optical fiber transmits a signal encoded beam of light

by means of total internal reflection. This fiber-optic channel possesses

several properties which make it the preferred transmission medium for
some applications, including very high transmission rates (up to 1 giga-

bits/s is possible) and a low error rate. The most common use of
optical-fiber is for point-to-point links. Present technology supports
transmission over distances of 6 to 10 Km without repeaters.

Hence,

optical-fiber is suitable for linking local area networks in several buildings via point-to-point links.

Though its technology is changing rapidly, fiber-optic cables have a

bright future for the following reasons [BLAC 83]:
(1) A very large information capacity with respect to bandwidth;
(2) The use of electrically nonconducting photons rather than electrons;

(3) Less loss of signal strength than with twisted copper wire or
coaxial cables;

(4) It is more secure than cable transmission methods;
(5) Very small and light in weight
(6) Ease of installation and operation in both high and low temperature environments;

(7) A low error rate due to the low signal loss; and
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(8)

Semiconductor technology has been refined to provide transmit-

ting and receiving devices for the fiber-optic system.
However, the fiber optic implementation of a bus topology network is dif-

ficult because of the lack of a high impedance fiber optic "T" connector.
2.4

Digital Switching

Switching is a mean of allocating resources (space, bandwidth, or
time) to users or machines that need the resource to communicate. Generally, digital switching means that the information is transmitted through

the switch in digital form.
With point-to-point operations the alternatives are multiplexing and

switching, while with multipoint (e.g., broadcast, multidrop, bus) approaches the choice is between polling and contention. They all involve

basic switching disciplines available for line switching: circuit, message,

and packet as shown in Figure 2-2.
2.4.1 Circuit Switching

Circuit switching is the oldest and the most used method. In this
system a dedicated communication path is established between two stations

through the nodes of the network. The connection is a connected sequence
of circuits between nodes. This approach provides a "total path". There

is a setup time and call termination results in the circuit being dropped.
Circuit switching may have many different aspects and offer a variety of
service levels.
2.4.2 Message Switching

In message switching a block of data, the message, finds its way
through network resources that are not assigned exclusively for the
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message. Hence, there is no need to set up a physical path before trans-

mitting a message. This switching method requires each switching node

along the path to the destination to store a message coming through one of

its input lines, and then forward this message to one (or all) of its outgoing lines. Queuing time plays a central role in the design of message

switching networks. A network using this switching method is called a
"store and forward" network.
2.4.3 Packet Switching

Packet switching is similar to message switching. The principal

external difference is that the length of the units of data is limited in a
packet-switched network. Namely, in packet switching messages are
grouped in packets. Long messages may be segmented into a number of

packets that can be passed individually through the network. The packets
contain addressing information that enables the switching nodes to send

each packet to its proper destination. There are two main approaches to
handling the flow of packets through the network. One approach uses a
datagram technique in which each packet is treated independently, just as
each message is treated independently in message switching; the other uses

virtual circuits in which a logical connection is established before any

packets are sent.
2.5 Network Control and Routing Mechanism

One of the principal requirements of a distributed computer network is network control and routing. The control mechanism has the responsibility for all activities associated with network communication.

When a network resource is shared by multiple nodes, there must be some
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method whereby a particular unit requests and obtains the resource at a
given time.

The control schemes can be classified as "centralized" and

"decentralized."

2.5.1 Centralized Control

In a centralized control system all network activities are governed

and the network states are traced by a central controller. Therefore, the
centralized control algorithm is relatively easy to design and maintain and

can be made to have almost deterministic performance characteristics.

In

this approach, processing overhead at typical nodes can be greatly reduced,
but control operations become vulnerable to central node failure. Too

much overhead in the central node, and cost in time and bandwidth to sub-

mit local events to the central controller can create the disadvantage of a
bottleneck.
2.5.2 Decentralized Control

In a decentralized control structure the distributed components of the
decentralized algorithm interact and cooperate to control the whole network
via communications among themselves. Consequently, the design of the de-

centralized control algorithm is relatively difficult. In this approach more

processing is needed at each node, but the control operations are more

flexible with respect to computer failure. Another very attractive aspect

of the decentralized control algorithm is that, in very large systems, efficient processing of tasks in terms of speed and throughput may not always
result from complete prescription by the centralized algorithm [WECK 79].

This may occur when local events with a high performance implication are
not completely predictable and it is too costly in time and in bandwidth to

submit these local events to a single centralized decision maker. Hence,
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the decentralized control approach often seems to be more attractive than
the centralized alternative, although the choice of control scheme depends

upon the application requirement of the network and the economies of using one scheme rather than another.
2.6

Communication Protocols

At all levels of a computer network, from the communications sub-

sytem to the computers and terminals that connect to it, a large variety of
geographically distributed hardware and software are confronted. To support communication between or among heterogeneous systems, additional

software and hardware elements are needed. They are designed to coop-

erate in the execution of tasks for the network user. The events that occur in this complex environment are unpredictable in terms of their nature,
their sequence, and their timing [DAVI 79].

The tasks of communication between applications on different com-

puters in a truly cooperative system is too complex to be handled as a
unit.

The problem must be decomposed into manageable parts.

Hence,

there should be a structure or architecture that defines the communication

tasks.
A widely accepted structuring technique accepted by the International

Standards Organization (ISO) is layering. The communication functions

are partitioned into a hierarchical set of layers. Each layer performs a
related subnet of the functions required to communicate with another system. Each layer relies on the next lower layer to perform more primitive

functions and provide services to the next layer. The layers should be de-

fined so that changes in one layer do not require changes in other layers
[STAL 84].
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In May 1983, the ISO approved the work which specified the basic
achievement of the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) shown in Figure
2-3. Table 2-1 summarizes the functions that must be performed within a

system in order for it to communicate [IEEE 83]. Table 2-2 indicates the
relationship to the OSI model of some of the most important standards.
Communication is achieved by having the corresponding ("peer") layers in

two systems communicate by means of a set of rules or conventions
known as a protocol. The key elements of a protocol are as follows
[STAL 84]:

(1) Syntax

:

data format and signal levels;

(2) Semantics

:

control information for coordination and error
handling; and

(3) Timing

:

speed matching and sequencing.

Two systems, no matter how different or heterogeneous, may communicate
effectively if they have the following in common:

(1) They implement the same set of communications functions;
(2) These functions are organized into the same set of layers; and
(3) Peer layers share a common protocol.

For proper operation of the LANs, however, the situation is somewhat different from conventional long-haul networks. Due to such char-

acteristics of LANs as simplicity, high speed, low transmission delay,
wide range of application area, including conventional resource sharing,

distributed or parallel processing, and potential use of real time control
operations, the LAN protocol design strategy is quite different from that
of conventional long-haul networks. Another important and different char-

acteristic of LANs is that data are transmitted in address frames. Most
local area networks include not only the machine address, but also the
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process address in both the source and destination address fields of all
packets or messages.

The service layers for a typical local area network might include
the following [FRAN 81]:

Level 1, the physical layer, is concerned with transmission of the
unstructured bit-stream over the physical link, specifying the

electrical and functional characteristics necessary to interface
an element to a MU and a MU to the network channel, such
as signal voltage level and bit-duration;

Level 2, the access layer, specifies the mechanisms for MU access
to the channel, message format, transmission rules for outgoing messages channel-monitoring and message-receipt rules,

received message error detection rules, and transmission acknowledgement rules; and

Level 3, a combination of levels 2 and 3, specifies addressing information rules for outgoing messages, monitoring and regu-

lation rules to control the flow of messages to nodes, and
rules to initiate and terminate extended-message transfer sequences.

Although this layering is typical, it is not definitive since a standard

for a wide variety of LANs does not yet exist. One of the main functions

of level 3 is routing. With a direct link available between any two points,
this is not required. The other functions--addressing, sequencing, flow
control, and error control--are also performed by layer 2. Therefore, although the network provides services through level 3, the protocols can be
implemented with two OSI levels, dependent upon LAN characteristics such
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as the IEEE 802 standard [IEEE 82a,82b,826 for the CSMA/CD Bus, the

Token Bus, and the Token Ring protocol.
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2-1a. Bus Topology

2-1c. Loop Topology

2-1b. Star Topology

2-1d. Mesh Topology

Figure 2-1. Local Area Network Topologies.
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Table 2-1. Definitions of OSI Layers [STAL 84, IEEE 83].
Layer
Physical

Definition
Concerned with transmission of unstructured bit stream over physical

link: involves such parameters as signal voltage swing and bit
duration; deals with the mechanical. electrical. and procedural
characteristics to establish, maintain, and deactivate the physical
link (RS-232-C, RS-449. X.2I)

2, Data link

Converts an unreliable transmission channel into a reliable one; sends

blocks of data (frames) with checksum: Lisa error detection and
frame acknowledgment (HDLC. SDLC. BiSync)

3. Network

Transmits packets of data through a network: packets may be
independent (datagram) or traverse a preestablished network con-

nection (virtual circuit); responsible for routing and congestion
control (X.25. layer 3)
4. Transport

Provides reliable, transparent transfer of data between end points;
provides end-to-end error recovery and flow control

5. Session

Provides means of establishing, managing, and terminating connection

(session) between two processes; may provide checkpoint and
restart service. quarantine service

6. Presentation

Performs generally useful transformations on data to provide a

7. Application

Provides services to the users of the OSI environment: examples:
transaction server. file transfer protocol. network management

standardized application interface and to provide common communications services; examples; encryption. text compression,
reformatting

Table 2-2. Some well Known Layers [STAL 841.
OBI

CCITT

NBS

DOD

7. Application

Various

6. Presentation

various

5. Session

Session

1. Transport

Transport I TP) TCP

3. Network

X.25

IP

IEEE 802

ANS X3T9.5

IP

Logical link

2. Link

LAP- B

control

Data link

Medium access control

1. Physical

X.21

Physical
Physical
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CHAPTER III

PREVIOUS LOCAL AREA NETWORK STUDIES
3.1

Introduction

In the previous chapter, several design issues related to LANs were
discussed. There are any number of LAN systems, each with unique properties and characteristics, which are in turn dependent on the combination
of various techniques and design approaches used to formulate the LAN

components. In this chapter, prior studies of LANs, as well as the nature
of typical LAN systems, will be discussed. The following sections summarize the nature of conventional bus or ring topology and several previous
mesh LANs.
3.2

Local Area Networks with Bus or Ring Topology
Most of the studies devoted to the study, design, and implementation

of local area networks (LANs) have been based on simple linear bus or
ring topology [KANG 86]. The principal motivations underlying this re-

search were relatively simple network control and routing and the reduc-

tion of hardware costs by the use of a single transmission medium. The
disadvantages of this type of network includes: (1) relatively low per-

formance characteristics because of limits upon the number of concurrent
communications; (2) relatively low reliability; and (3) limited flexibility
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since acceptable levels of response time cannot be maintained when the
system is expanded.
3.2.1 Bus Topology Networks

The use of bus topology as the communications subnetwork is a
popular approach to construction of LANs. Ethernet [METC 76, 77, SHOC

79, CRAN 80, IEEE 82a] and token bus [IEEE 82b] are two typical exam-

ples of systems which utilize distributed bus control techniques.

The original Ethernet system was installed on an experimental basis
in the Palo Alto Research Center of the Xerox Corporation in the early
1970s.

Its purpose was to connect office workstations to expensive com-

puting resources or other office machinery in order that they could be
shared by every workstation. Ethernet uses a Carrier Sense Multiple Ac-

cess (CSMA) technique, in which a single channel is shared by all users.

Each user may transmit a packet at any time and the system is reliant
upon the intended recipient hearing the transmission and reading it into its
own store for subsequent processing. Other users of the network are in-

structed to ignore transmissions which are not addressed to them and
should not attempt to transmit when the channel is in use. An automatic

process acknowledging successful receipt of the packet was not built into

this technique. A higher level of protocol is required to return explicit
acknowledgement packets, or requests for retransmission when an error
in the packet is detected by the recipient.
The token bus is another popular LAN using bus topology.

In this

system, although messages are simultaneously broadcast to all nodes in the

network, as is the case with Ethernet, the stations are formed into a logical ring in which control is passed in sequence from station to station.
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Figure 3-1 illustrates the physical bus and logical ring of a token bus
network. Each station is programmed with the address of its preceding
and succeeding station.

3.2.2 Loop Networks

In loop networks nodes are connected by a one-way transmission
channel, along which messages are passed from one node to the next until
they are returned and removed by the initiating node. The loop is a random access channel shared by many nodes. Failure by malfunctioning

nodes can be overcome by node by-pass logic in the NIU, which manipu-

lates the transmission of outgoing messages and the extraction of incoming
messages in accordance with a given message transmission protocol.

Pioneering work in loop computer networks was carried out at Bell
Laboratories under the direction of Farber and Newhall [FARM 69, FARB
73, MANN 74].

To solve the problem of contention of services, a control

token is passed around the loop from interface to interface, as is indicated in Figure 3-2(a). Only the interface currently in possession of the
control token is allowed to transmit messages of arbitrary length onto the

loop, while the other interfaces wait. When transmission is completed,

the control token is passed to the next node interface, thus offering it the
chance to transmit. At any given time only a single transmission is possi-

ble, which adds to the queuing time at each node, limiting transmission efficiency and maximum utilization of the loop.
Pierce extended the loop concept [PIER 72a,7213], dividing the loop

channel into an integral number of fixed size slots (522 bits per slot),
while messages are also divided into fixed size packets (522 bits per
packet). Each slot contains one bit to indicate whether or not the slot is
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empty (see Figure 3-2(b)). An interface may seize an empty slot for in-

sertion of a fixed-length message (packet) when such a slot passes by its
location. It is possible for more than one node to transmit simultaneously.

However, messages do not always fit into a fixed number of packets and
partially empty packets are transmitted with a corresponding waste of

network capacity; there are also frequent delays in waiting for the appearance of an empty slot.
Reams and Liu [REAM 75, 76, LIU 77] developed the Distributed

Loop Computer Network (DLCN), which combines some of features of

both the Farmer-Newhall and the Pierce transmission mechanisms (see

Figure 3-2(c)). This mechanism utilizes a special loop control strategyshift register insertion scheme for the transmission of multiple variable
length messages. This system might be termed a distributed control ver-

sion of the slot concept of the Pierce loop. Any node interface with a
message of arbitrary length to transmit may begin transmission at the in-

stant it perceives that the portion of the loop passing its location is free.
Any other messages which arrive at that interface location during the
transmission are buffered until the locally generated message has been
transmitted; they are then retransmitted along the loop, following the locally generated message. Each loop interface of the DLCN thus performs

a role very similar to a buffer with respect to store-and-forward of incoming messages.
The Distributed Double Loop Computer Network (DDLCN) [LIU 79a,

7913] utilizes double loops, as shown in Figure 3-3(a), and two sets of

shift register buffers and tranceivers to support bidirectional message
transmission capability. Each interface is connected to the double loops
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through tri-state logic to improve reliability. Slightly modified DLCN loop
control techniques are applied.

The Jafari loop [JAFA 78, 80] also uses a dual loop structure, but

with a different control scheme, as shown in Figure 3-3(b). The loop
structure uses a separated communication loop and a loop controller for
control messages and a bidirectional loop structure, which may be partitioned into separate loop segments. Each segment between two adjacent

nodes is treated as a separated link. The centralized loop controller is
used to establish specific paths from the set of data links by a circuit
switching method. Under this centralized control, multiple simultaneous

messages of variable sizes may be transmitted.
3.3

Previous Studies of Mesh LANs

Because of the use of extra links and the necessity of complex
routing and network controls, only a relatively small number of Mesh
LANs have been studied. The principal justifications for this direction of

research are as follows:
(1) Mesh topology networks result in better performance for specific applications than do networks based on a simple linear
bus or ring topology.

A single node or link failure may result in the degradation of

the network, but will not cause the entire network to fail.
Mesh topology networks can encompass reconfiguration capabil-

ity, i.e., redundancy may be added in order to increase the
global throughput and/or fault tolerance on a running network
without shutting down the network.
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(4) High speed optical fiber technology may be applied to mesh
networks.

In 1981, a mesh local area network, Anarch, designed to use high

speed fiber optic links in networks, was introduced by Randall Neff and
Don Senzig [NEFF 81]. In this network computer nodes are connected

with bidirectional full duplex point-to-point links, forming an arbitrary

topology as shown in Figure 3-4. A broadcast technique is employed,

without the use of a central control, routing tables, or store-and-forward
buffer mechanisms. Anarch uses a flooding technique to overcome the

routing problem. When a given node is instructed to transmit a message,
the node first checks its incoming conductors and will not attempt to

transmit if there are any incoming messages. If there are no incoming

messages, the node floods the network with the message. When the message reaches a remote node which is not the destination node, i.e., an intermediate node, that node repeats the incoming message on all outbound

conductors to which it is connected, with the exception of the one that is
paired with the incoming signal. As the incoming message is repeated, the

node determines if the message is meant for itself by checking the destination address field, accepting the message if this is the case.
When the destination node recognizes its own address, it transmits a
circuit acknowledgement (CACK) on the outbound conductors of the link

from which it received the message. If the source node does not receive
the CACK within a time-out, it assumes a collision has occurred or no
path currently exists, stopping the transmission and necessitating its retransmission. The time selected to retransmit the message may be deter-

mined by a binary exponential backoff algorithm, similar to that used in
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Ethernet [METC 76]. In this way simultaneous messages may be transmitted.

P. A. Davies and H. K. Pung have proposed a Modified Anarchy
Flood Routing (MAFR) protocol to increase the channel utilization of the
Anarch system [DA'Vl 82, PUNG 83].

This protocol allows any node to re-

peat a newly arrived packet if an acknowledgement (ACK) for the packet

(if any) has been received. In this manner, network throughput was substantially increased.
Davies and Pung also proposed a Hybrid Flood Routing Scheme

(HFRS), using a call set-up packet to establish a virtual circuit for long
packet transmission, but which also uses the MAFR for short packet
transmissions [PUNG 83]. The low channel utilization of Anarch and the

MAFR are principally attributed to three factors: (1) uncontrolled flooding
creates packet duplication, wasting channel capacity; (2) the flood clearing

process, which relies on end-to-end control policy, is too rigid and slow in
responding to unsuccessful packet transmissions; and (3) a source or a
destination node is not permitted to transmit and receive simultaneously.
A Controlled Flood Routing (CFR) protocol, which has higher chan-

nel utilization and much lower packet end-to-end delay, has been proposed
[PUNG 84]. It was suggested that a flood control based on minimum hops

and a rapid clearing of flood packets will improve network performance.
In this routing method, MAFR is used as a routing vehicle, incorporating a
simple hop count flood control with an updated hop look-up array (table)

and a clear-forward-and-backward algorithm for a fiber optic LAN with
arbitrary topology. In this approach, an intermediate node will not flood

the incoming message if no free link is available or if the difference
between the hop count and the estimated hop in a received packet is
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smaller than the hop table entry whose index is equal to the packet's sink
address. At this point a clear-backward procedure is initiated in order

that the link is freed for other transmission.
Properties common to all of these studies are the use of an arbitrary mesh topology and a design aimed at the use of a high speed transmission medium, optic fiber links. The need to combine the flooding
techniques proposed for conventional long-haul networks with the simplicity

and high speeds necessary for a local area network, have been the motivation underlying the progress cited in this chapter. All of them may be

classified under the generic name, FLOODNET [PETI 84]. FLOODNET
can be extended to other networks, using star topology, multidimensional

topology or K-cube, or a multiprocessor system.

Y. J. Kang and James H. Herzog proposed the use of FISHNET
(Facilities Integrated in a Shared Habitat Network), using the hybrid
topology illustrated in Figure 3-5 [LUNG 81, 84]. In this method high per-

formance was achieved by effectively separating the high volume node-tonode data communications and the low volume network control information

into two different channels. Data messages travel through point-to-point

data links, which may be configured in an arbitrary pattern.

Control mes-

sages, which set up data paths and coordinate network activities, use an
independent multi-drop control link to connect all devices. A data path is
established with a circuit switching method by a flood technique, in which

a call set-up packet (with a small number of bits) is used to establish the
data path.

The fully distributed control mechanism allows a high degree

of concurrent data transmission.
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3.4

Summary

Because of relatively simple network control and routing and the

reduction of hardware costs by the use of a single transmission medium,
LAN systems based on simple linear bus or ring topology have been very
popular. However, these types of networks suffer from several shortcomings, including:

(1) Relatively low performance characteristics, particularly when

under high loads, because of limits upon the number of
concurrent communications (i.e., it is typical that only one
communication is possible at any given time); and
(2) Limited flexibility, since acceptable levels of response time
(delay time) cannot be maintained or upgraded when the system

is expanded or when the system load is increased, both of
which are frequent occurrences in current LAN application
environments.

In mesh LAN systems, however, the above problems may be solved

by the addition of extra links, but at the cost of adding more complex
routing and network control systems. In general, all mesh LANs suffer
from the following shortcomings:

(1) If two or more nodes send messages simultaneously, a collision occurs. Successful transmission by either of the nodes is

precluded, which is a pattern similar to Ethernet. This may

occur more frequently in the case of high traffic loads and
may reduce channel utilization (in all FLOODNET protocols).
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(2) A data message with an equivalent physical length shorter than
the physical length between two nodes may find a loop where

it will circle infinitely (in the Anarch system protocol).

(3) A source or a destination node may not transmit and receive at
the same time (in the Anarch and MAFR protocols).
(4) A new message cannot preempt links that are in use, therefore

it may be difficult to prioritize data message transfers (in all
FLOODNET protocols).

(5) In the intermediate nodes, node processing time such as a des-

tination node comparison (in all FLOODNET protocols) or a
hop counter comparison (in CFR protocol) is necessary.

These comparisons are carried out after receiving a destination address or hop counter. If a retransmission-first,

comparison-later, stop strategy is chosen, then already re-

transmitted bits may consist of small packets and the same

problem may result frequently, as in (1) and (2) above.
(6) In the FISHNET protocol some of the problems listed above

may be solved by using two separated channels with hybrid topology.

However, by allowing the use of unidirectional or bi-

directional half duplex data links, a data path set-up using

small packets in a virtual circuit concept is necessary, requiring additional time and channel bandwidth costs for path
set-up.

(7) The CFR protocol requires initialization of the hop tables and

updating of the tables when a node is added to the network.
(8) In the FISHNET protocol it is necessary to build a Node Con-

nection Matrix (NCM) on which flood circuit switching may be
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based. Therefore, it is necessary to run an initialization mode

to build the NCM and a reconfiguration mode to update the

NCM when a node or link is added to the network prior to
normal network operations.
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3-2a. Newhall Loop.

3-2b. Pierce Loop.
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Figure 3-2. Loop Communication Network Transmission
Mechanism [REAM 75].
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Figure 3-3. Loop Communication Networks using Two Loops.
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Figure 3-4. Typical FLOODNET Configuration [PETI 84].
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Figure 3-5. General Configuration for FISHNET Topology [KANG 84].
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CHAPTER IV

HYBRID- MESHNET STRUCTURE
4.1

Motivation and Design Goals for Hybrid-Meshnet Architecture

As discussed in Chapter III, section 3, mesh LANs offer a number

of advantages for certain types of applications, such as those for flexible
manufacturing systems, automated factories, robotics, airborne-shipborne

systems, or real-time operations, in comparison to LANs based on simple
linear bus or ring topology. In these application environments there are

various kinds of data messages: large volume file transfer messages and
a smaller volume of process control signal, automatic control command,

and alarm signal messages. Often it is necessary to prioritize the trans-

mission of the various data and process control messages in order to de-

crease the queuing delay for time-critical messages (e.g., data sensor or
process control and real-time applications) [THIE 86].

In general, however, all of the existing LAN systems suffer from
the shortcomings discussed in Chapter III, section 4. Consequently, the

design goals of this research are to design a new LAN control mechanism
and architecture for high speed mesh networks which encompasses solutions for some of their problem areas while accomplishing the following:
(1) Provide an efficient communication network for concurrent and

direct transmission of variable length messages from one network node to another;
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(2) Achieve performance comparable or better than any other existing mesh LAN;

(3) Improve mesh LAN reliability through provision for a greater

degree of fault tolerance than exists in present mesh LANs;
(4) Support any arbitrary topology (including any symmetrical topology); and

(5) Support a network in which there is no need for network ini-

tialization or a reconfiguration mode, i.e., provide dynamic
reconfiguration to accommodate fault or repair conditions and

add redundancy to increase global throughput and/or fault tol-

erances on a running network.

In order to meet these design goals, a hybrid structure was designed
to interconnect a collection of computers and autonomous devices by com-

bining the advantages of previous LAN systems while minimizing their disadvantages. The concept was to add one more channel (token ring) to the

conventional mesh LANs and to distribute small volumes of data and large

volumes of data information through two different channels (a token ring

and arbitrary data links). In the Jafari Loop [JAFA 78,80] and FISHNET
[KANG 84, 86], control information and data messages were distributed in-

to two different channels. Each node was connected to both channels and

had two tranceivers together with a transmit buffer and receiver buffer
pairs. In Hybrid-Meshnet, small data volumes are transmitted over the

token ring channel via a broadcast concept, and large data volumes are
transmitted via circuit switched data links adopting a datagram approach.

The significant features and control and routing mechanisms are discussed
in the following sections.
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4.2 Significant Features of Hybrid-Meshnet
4.2.1 Network Connection--Hybrid Topology

Each node of Hybrid-Meshnet is connected to two communication
channels: a token ring and data channel (data links). The primary pur-

pose of the token ring is to exchange small volume data and control messages among the network nodes in a time efficient manner. The control

messages are used to control the data transmission activities of the entire
network. Therefore, most of the subnet control activities are handled by
exchanging proper sequences of control messages through the token ring.

The data channel is a collection of point-to-point data links interconnecting

pairs of nodes, the primary use of which is to exchange large volume data
messages between network nodes. Any input data link of a node can be

connected to any other data link of the same node by a fast-circuit
switching device in the network interface. The topology of an example of

the resulting network is shown in Chapter I, Figure 1-1. A more detailed
description of the subnetwork, discussed in the following subsections, is
necessary in order to explain the network control mechanism.
4.2.1.1 Token Ring Structure of Hybrid-Meshnet

The token ring, which is a modification of IEEE LAN standard

802.5 [IEEE 82c], consists of a set of nodes connected by a fast transmission medium, i.e., optical fiber cables. Through this token ring, small
volume data and control messages are received, monitored, and transmitted

sequentially, bit-by-bit, from one active node to the other(s). When a
given node transmits a message on the ring, all other nodes monitor the
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message as it passes. Finally, the node that transmits the message effectively removes the message from the ring.
A node which wishes to send a message to another node is given the

right to control the entire network when it detects a token passing on the
medium. The token is a control signal comprised of a unique signaling
sequence that circulates on the medium following the transfer of each
message . Upon detection of an appropriate token, any node which wants
to transmit may capture the token by modifying the token bit, appending

appropriate control and status fields, information fields, a frame check
sequence, and the end-of-frame sequence as shown in Figure 4-1 and 4-2.
These formats are analyzed in greater detail in Appendix A-1. Upon com-

pletion of the message transfer and following an appropriate check for
proper operation, the node initiates a new token, providing the other nodes
with the opportunity to gain control of the ring.

Possession of the token, therefore, does not imply the authority to
transmit messages, such as in the Newhall loop [FARM 69, FARB 72, 73]

or in the IEEE 802 standard token ring [IEEE 82c], but it grants authority

to control the entire network during the time of possession.

Thus, when

the node needs to issue a broadcast-type data transmission, it behaves in
exactly the same manner as a standard token ring protocol. However,

when the node needs to transmit a data message via the data links (i.e., a
flood routing, a learning mode flood routing, or fixed routing, discussed in

the next section), it functions as controller node. In this situation all of
the other nodes function cooperatively under the control of the controller
node.

The source (controller) node and destination node may then broad-

cast a control message without a token, according to the rules of the
Hybrid-Meshnet protocol.
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In order to meet the above specifications, the IEEE standard 802.5
token ring is modified in order that the nominated destination node can

transmit a message (for path set-up control) without possession of the
token. In the IEEE 802.5 token ring or Newhall Loop, only the node which

has a token can transmit a message. Error detection and recovery mechanisms are provided to restore network operation in the event that transmission error or medium transients cause the access method to deviate
from normal operations

42.1.2 Data Links
The data channel is a collection of bidirectional data links, each
segment of which connects a unique pair of nodes (called the terminal

nodes of this link segment). The structure of this linkage may be arbitrary and some nodes may originate more links than other nodes. Any input link segment may be dynamically linked to any output link segment of

the same node by a circuit switching device in the network interface.
Each network interface is capable of dynamically interconnecting input and
output data segments in any pattern. Therefore, at any given lime, there

can be a number of ways to interconnect a pair of nodes of differing path
lengths and path components or to interconnect a source to multiple destinations. The proposed data link control mechanism has the ability to dy-

namically establish the shortest path connecting any given source and des-

tination nodes from among the collection of data links.
4.2.2 Network Interface Unit (MU)

All NIUs are connected to the token ring and may or may not have

one or more data links in the network. Each MU has the ability to monitor and to acquire information concerning the status of the network. This
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includes some global information, such as current communication status

(i.e., current source and destination nodes). Moreover, each MU has the
ability to maintain and update information tables (Flag Arrays) concerning
the current communication status of the network. This information may
be used to determine network routing and control; it is updated through

monitoring the evaluation of the success or failure of network activities
through the token ring, without the necessity of a large overhead cost or
time expense.

The Network Interface Unit (NIU) of Hybrid- Meshnet consists of

three functional parts (see Figure 4-3):

(1) A data link interface, composed of a switching device, a data
link interface receiver, a data link interface transmitter, and
a data link interface control;

(2) A token ring interface, composed of a token ring interface receiver, a token ring interface transmitter, and a token ring
control; and

(3) An attached component interface.
The switching device is designed with high-speed hardware logic in

order to reduce the local network software complexity.

Since, at any

given time, only one kind of data message from the same source node is
flooded through the network, there is no need for the arbitration logic
which is essential in FLOODNET. At a destination node the switching device simply awaits a new incoming message and connects it to the receiver

buffer. The data link interface receiver accepts incoming message
frames from the data links through the switching device and saves it into

the receiver buffer. At the intermediate node, when a new incoming
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message is received, the switching device simply connects the incoming

link to all of the free outgoing links.
The function of the data link interface transmitter is to place data
messages from the transmit buffer into data links through the switching
device. The function of the data interface controller is to supervise the

activities of the data links and the switching device and performance of
various control functions.

The token ring interface receiver accepts incoming message frames

from the ring, checks their destination addresses, and either accepts and

passes them if they are addressed to it (copying into its receiver buffer)
or simply passes them to the transmitter for relay to the next interface
downstream if it is not the addressee. The function of the token ring
interface transmitter is to place both incoming messages relayed from the
receiver and locally generated control messages or (short) data messages
from the attached components onto the loop. The transmitter must be ca-

pable of merging these message streams without interference. The token

ring controller supervises token ring activities and performs control functions, such as detection and removal of lost messages, prevention of transmission lock-out, and update of current communication status tables (flag

arrays).
The attached component interface controls the exchange of data
messages between the MU and the attached components.

When a data

message arrives at the MU from one of the attached components, the network interface controller decides whether the message should be loaded

into the data link transmitter buffer or the token ring transmitter buffer,
according to message length and priority.
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It is necessary that all three controllers function cooperatively in

the formation of a network interface controller in order for the MU to
work efficiently enough so that a source or a destination node is permitted

to transmit and receive at the same time and can serve as an intermediate

node if it has available free links.
4.3 Network Control and Routing Mechanisms

The Hybrid- Meshnet control mechanism assumes that any node di-

rected to communicate with another node is temporarily given network

control through the control token, which is a control signal comprising a
unique sequence circulating on the token ring.

Thus, any node directed to

initiate a message transmission may capture the token by clearing the
token bit and appending appropriate control or data frames. While it has
control the node will seek appropriate routing through the routing mechanism. Note that only one node has control and the authority to initiate

data transmission at any given time; therefore, there can be no collision
and if a path is available, data transmission may always be initiated
successfully.

There are three communication methods used in the Hybrid-Meshnet
routing mechanism: broadcast data transmissions, a flood routing in a

datagram approach, and a fixed routing using a routing table. The time

events of these three routing methods are shown, respectively, in Figures

4-4, 4-5, and 4-6. The routing algorithm exercises a dynamic choice of
one of these data transmission methods. When a data message is loaded
from an attached device into one of the transmission buffers, the network
interface controller compares the message length with a broadcast data
transmission reference number (BDRN), the comparison logic for which is
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designed with fast-comparison hardware logic, and assigns it to an appro-

priate transmission buffer: short message are directed to the token ring

transmission buffer and large messages to the data link's transmission
buffer. If the data message is assigned to the token ring transmission

buffer, it is transmitted over the token ring; otherwise it is transmitted
via the data links. In the broadcast transmission method, message transmission is guaranteed without any blocking via token ring. If the message

is assigned to the data link transmission buffer, flood routing or fixed
routing can be applied. If no suitable path exists, the routing attempt will

be terminated and control will be passed to the next node. The algorithms

for network control functions are distributed among all of the nodes, each
of which has the same opportunity to become the controller node, exercising cooperative supervision of all control activities.
4.3.1

Broadcast Type Data Transmission

The broadcast data transmission is used to directly transmit data
messages through the token ring using the format shown in Figure 4-1. In
this way the short message looping problem, which may occur in FLOODNET protocols, can be avoided. In Anarch-type mesh LANs, a message

with an equivalent physical length that is shorter than the physical length
of the path between two nodes (which can happen frequently when high

speed fiber optic cable is used) may find a loop where it can circle infinitely [NEFF 81]. To solve this problem it was necessary to pad short

messages in order to guarantee that each message is longer than any possible loop in the network. An additional advantage of broadcast type data

transmissions is that no routing is necessary. Therefore, considerable
node processing times, such as the switching and destination address
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comparison time of intermediate nodes which is necessary for even very
short data messages in FLOODNET protocols, is saved. However, when

the token ring is dedicated to a data message transmission for extended

periods of time, no other node can establish a path and transmit a message
through the data bus despite the existence of available paths. The broadcast data transmission number (BDRN) should be selected to be equal to or

less than the average time required to establish a path. Consequently, this
method is applied only when the data message is reasonably short or when

it has been prioritized. If there is no available path between any source

and destination nodes (e.g., in the case of link failure), the direct transmission method via the token ring may then be applied.
4.3.2. Shortest Path Flood Routing

Shortest path flood routing, which is similar to the flood routing of
FLOODNET, is the principal data transmission method for large volume

messages. The shortest path is established by a flooding technique when

at least one available path exists at any given state of the network. The
essential features of this control strategy include the following operational
steps: path request, path search and data message transmission, path set-

up and the freeing of unneeded links, token passing, and acknowledgement
and used-path release. Each node MU of Hybrid-Meshnet maintains identi-

cal data tables, a current source and destination nodes table, and a counter
register for the number of current communications transmitted through
shortest path flood routing. It is possible to multiplex the signals on a

single conductor, but for the sake of simplicity it is assumed that the data
links consist of two independent unidirectional conductors, one for
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messages in each direction between the nodes, just as in FLOODNET.

Details of these features are as follows:
(1) Path Request. If a node with a data message ready for trans-

mission secures the token, a Path Request control message, including the addresses of the source and destination nodes, is

broadcast to all other nodes via the token ring; the message
indicates that the data message is being flooded by a source
node.

(2) Path Search and Data Message Transmission. After broadcast

and removal of the Path Request control message from the

ring, the source node floods the data message over all of its
available free outgoing links. When this message reaches a

remote node other than the destination node, the message is

repeated on all the free links to which the node is connected,
with the exception of the one that is paired with the incoming
signal. It should be noted that there is no need for destination

address comparison time, since the source and the destination
addresses have already been announced to all nodes. Inter-

mediate nodes, whether or not they are already intermediate

relaying nodes for another message, simply retransmit the incoming data messages without comparison of destination ad-

dresses which is necessary in other mesh LANs [NEFF 81,
DAVI 83, PUNG 84, PETI 84]. If an intermediate node is al-

ready retransmitting a data message and it receives the same
message via a longer path, the second message is ignored. If
the same data messages arrive simultaneously at a node, only
one is selected. Consequently, the flooding technique quickly
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explores all of the possible routing paths, describing a tree
with roots located at the source node and branches extending to

all of the attainable nodes. If a route exists, a data message

will reach the destination node; if no suitable path exists

(blocked), the routing attempt will be terminated after a time
out, and the blocked data message will be retransmitted at a
later token available time.
(3) Path Set-Up and Freeing Tentatively Reserved Components. If

the data message reaches the destination node, the next step
frees those components which were tentatively reserved and
are no longer needed. This is carried out by the "clear

outside-in" and "clear inside-out" method [PETI 83, PUNG 84].

The "clear inside-out" method is initiated at the destination
node.

When this node receives the data message it transmits a

Connection Acknowledgement (CACK) to the outgoing link from

which it received the message. The intermediate nodes release temporarily reserved data links, except the one which is
acknowledged through the CACK packet. There is no neces-

sary time delay since all paths are already switched. At the
same time the destination node broadcasts a Path Grant control

message on the token ring indicating that a data path has been
established and the initiation of data reception has been successful. Every other node, upon monitoring this message, up-

dates the current source node table, destination table, and the
number of concurrent communications.

(4) Token Passing. When the source (controller) node monitors

the Path Grant control message via token ring and receives a
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CACK from one of its links, the controller continues to transmit the data message and passes the token to the next node.
If the source node does not receive the CACK and Path Grant

control message within a time out, it ceases to transmit its
message and passes the token to the next node. Retransmis-

sion of the suspended data message will be tried at the time
the next token is available.
(5) Data Message Acknowledgement and Path Release. There are
two kinds of acknowledgements: explicit and implicit. As

soon as the destination node receives the complete data mes-

sage, indicated by the arrival of the ending flag at the destination node, the destination node returns a Data Message Ac-

knowledgement to the link from which the data message arrived in order that components may be released. Each inter-

mediate node switches off the outgoing link from which the
Data Message Acknowledgement arrived and relays the Data
Message Acknowledgement to the switched incoming link.

Since the Data Message Acknowledgement uses the data path,

there is no switching time delay. The destination node also
broadcasts an Acknowledgement control message over the con-

trol token ring. This message is broadcast when the destination node has the token (explicit acknowledgement) or it may
be appended to any bypassing control message by changing one

bit (the Acknowledgement bit) of the control code word and
attaching the source and destination node addresses to the
message (implicit acknowledgement).

Since all of the nodes

monitor the Acknowledgement control message on the token
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ring, they all clear the source and destination addresses from
the current source and destination node tables and decrease the
number of working communications.
4.3.3. Fixed-Routing Using the Routing Table

This routing method is used only when there is no current traffic

or for the fault diagnosis mode. The fixed routing method uses the
routing table (see Figure 4-7) rather than the flooding technique. The
routing table can be made and updated during normal network operations by

a learning mode flood routing method (discussed in detail in section 4.5).

The essential features of the control strategy for the Fixed-Routing data
transmission method, which with the exception of path set-up are similar
to shortest path flood routing, require the following operational steps.
(1) The Fixed-Routing Path Request control message contains complete node addresses, including the source and destination
nodes.

Thus, when a node broadcasts a Fixed-Routing Path

Request control message via token ring, all of the involved
nodes set up their switching devices simultaneously.
(2) After broadcasting and removal of the Fixed-Routing Path Re-

quest control message, the source node assumes that the expected data path is established and initiates transmission of the
data message. If the data message arrives at the destination

node, a CACK is transmitted to the switched data link from

which the data message arrived and a Path Grant control mes-

sage is broadcast, in the same manner as in shortest path
flood routing, to announce that a data path has been established
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between source and destination nodes and that successful reception of the data message has begun.
(3) If the CACK and Path Grant control message arrive at the

source node within a time out period, then the source node

continues transmission of the data message and passes the token to the next node. If the source node does not receive both

a CACK and a Path Grant control message, a fault diagnosis
mode is automatically initiated.

One advantage of using the Fixed Routing method is that if faulty

units (nodes or links) exist, they are detected when the Fixed Routing
method is used. Since this method may be used only when there is no

traffic, all of the data links should at that time be free. Therefore,
there should be a CACK for the transmitted data message. If there is no
CACK within a length of time equivalent to a time-out period, a faulty unit
within the data path is indicated.
4.3.4 Conceptual Routing Algorithm

From a logical point of view, the Hybrid- Meshnet routing algorithm

can be explained as follows: The algorithm dynamically chooses one of
the three data transmission methods discussed above. In flood routing, the

shortest optimal path is established for any given network state, an approach which has been very popular in previous mesh LAN studies. For

fairly short messages, however, this approach may not be efficient. It is

often faster to broadcast a data message directly on the token ring rather
than to use shortest path routing by a flooding technique. Therefore, the

broadcast data transmission method is preferred for short or prioritized
data messages.
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In Hybrid-Meshnet the routing algorithm accesses the current destin-

ation table to check on the availability of the destination receiver. If the
destination receiver is not available, the routing algorithm passes the token
to the next node rather than spend time on futile routing attempts. From

time to time, especially when there is no traffic or light traffic, the routing algorithm may try a fixed routing method using the routing table, if the
table is available and when concurrent routes are possible. At times of

low traffic, it may try a learning mode flood routing to make or update
the routing table.

Table 4-1 indicates the conceptual routing algorithm of Hybrid-

Meshnet. By the use of these concepts, high performance is achieved.
Figure 4-10 includes an example timing diagram of concurrent communications.
4.4 Hybrid-Meshnet Control and Routing Parameters

As discussed in section 4.3, the Broadcast Data Transmission Reference Number (BDRN), which decides whether data communications use

the token ring or data links, and the time out value play an important role
in network routing and control and can be changed dynamically or can be

programmed by network users. The network interface unit should be de-

signed so that these values are programmable or switchable, since these
optimal numbers depend on the network configurations and requirements of
application environments, which can be frequently changed or expanded.
4.4.1

Broadcast Data Transmission Reference Number (BDRN)

Each node interface can be set with a different BDRN value. If a
node has no data link connection, then the BDRN value of this node can be
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set with the maximum number permitted in a data message in order that
every message of this node can be transmitted by a broadcast-type data
communication method. It should be noted that if every node is set with

the maximum BDRN number and there are no connecting data links, then

the Hybrid-Meshnet network interface unit can work as a token ring network. At any subsequent time it can be expanded to an arbitrary HybridMeshnet with addition of data links and with a change of BDRN which
corresponds to the changes of environment. In this manner, Hybrid-

Meshnet is sufficiently flexible for any given network environment and
network expansion is possible while maintaining certain levels of response
time.

4.4.2 The Token Holding Timer Value
For high bit-rate communications, the time-out duration may be
critical. If it is too long, an unsuccessful flooding will block the entire

network by holding the token for an unnecessarily long period of time.

If, on the other hand, it is too short, spurious looping messages can be
generated.

Therefore, the time-out value must be set at a value longer

than the longest possible round-trip time for the CACK to reach the source
node.

4.5 Learning Control and Fault Detection Capabilities

4.5.1 Learning Control

The motivation for giving each node learning capability is to resolve

problems inherent in distributed data processing systems, most of which

stem from inefficiencies due to the lack of unified control of all network
resources or the nondeterministic and noninstantaneous properties of
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distributed controls. Learning capability, therefore, is an attempt to obtain

certain advantages of centralized control mechanisms, such as the advantage of having timely global information, while retaining the advantages of
distributed control mechanisms.

To facilitate this learning capability, each node must have a data

structure which maintains in proper form all subnet or network status information collected through normal network activities. However, this

study will confine itself to the primitive information collection activities
described below.

In network normal operations each node is able to collect information without overhead. This information may be gathered both implicitly

and explicitly without any global report of the node status information.
Implicit status information includes the following:

(1) the current source nodes;
(2) the current destination nodes;
(3) the number of concurrent communications;
(4) the number of transmission failures to a certain node;
(5) the number of routing attempt failures to a certain node; and
(6) the number of data messages during a certain amount of time
per node.

One of Hybrid-Meshnet's noteworthy capabilities is a Learning Mode
Flood Routing technique.

The principal operational steps of this method

are almost identical to those described for the Shortest Path Flood Routing
method discussed is section 4.3.2. The only difference is that when the

intermediate nodes relay a data message in the Learning Mode, they attach

their own addresses to the head of the relaying data message.

Therefore,

when the data message arrives at the destination node, it contains all of
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the information concerning the data path. The destination node sends a

CACK to the data link from which the data message originated and broad-

casts a Path Grant control message over the token ring. In the Learning
Mode data transmission method, the Path Grant control message contains

all of the node addresses used in the data transmissiion. Consequently, by
simply monitoring the token ring, all of the nodes in the network can obtain global information about network configuration. An example of this

technique is shown in Figure 4-8. The control overhead for the Learning
Mode Flood Routing technique is somewhat longer than that for Shortest
Path Flood Routing because of the need to attach intermediate node
addresses. Therefore, this technique is used when the network load is
low.

Information which can be explicitly acquired by using the Learning
Mode Flood Routing method includes the following:

(1) The Routing Table (see Figure 4-7), which is used by the

Fixed Routing data transmission method, and the shortest avail-

able paths between pairs of nodes.

(2) Complete network topology.

These types of information are used for network control and in the
routing mechanism. They are essential to efficiently support high level
network interactions and a variety of network services, including alloca-

tion of network resources, change of control algorithms, and fault detection and diagnosis, as well as network reconfiguration.
4.5.2 Fault Detection and Diagnosis

The detection and location of faults plays a significant role in the
design and implementation of fault-tolerant systems. In a distributed
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system, diagnostics permit the location of faults in order that the system
may be configured around the faulty unit(s) and continue to operate in a
degraded mode. Distributed systems also provide an environment in which

software tests and diagnostics are part of the normal computational load.
In mesh networks, the flooding technique automatically excludes faulty

units during network operations. Consequently, most of the existing mesh

networks are periodically driven in a fault detection and diagnosis mode to
check the operational status of component units.

In Hybrid-Meshnet the faulty state of a unit may be automatically
detected during normal network operations. By the use of a double-

confirmed report of both path set-up (CACK and Path Grant control message) and acknowledgement (Data Message Acknowledgement and Acknow-

ledgement control message) through, respectively, the token ring and the

data links, a faulty unit (link or node) may be detected when a fault
occurs during path set-up or data transmission. Since the destination node
reports path set-up and acknowledgement with the simultaneous use of the

data links and the token ring, when the source node receives only one of
these acknowledgements during a time-out period, a faulty unit is indicated. If the source node receives only a CACK during the time-out per-

iod, a faulty unit on the token ring is indicated. If the source node receives only a Path Grant Control message through the token ring, then a

fault in the reverse link of a data link is indicated. Moreover, the Fixed
Routing method has the capability of detecting a faulty unit (a node or data

link segment) which exists and has never been used during period run
times, particularly when no current communication is active. Therefore, a

faulty unit may be detected during normal network data transmission activities, rather than by periodic assessment by a fault detection algorithm.
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If a suspicious activity occurs during normal operation, the current
controller node drives the network into a fault diagnosis mode. In this
mode a distributed fault diagnosis algorithm [see KUHL 80a, 80b, HOSS
85, AGRA 82, MATS 80, AWAG 83, PRAD 86] may be run in order to lo-

cate the faulty unit. After the fault is located, Hybrid-Meshnet continues
normal operations with only a limited degradation until the faulty unit is
repaired.

In case of a link or node fault within the token ring, the next operational node on the ring detects the malfunction and generates a token.

The token is passed on until a faulty unit (node or link) is encountered,
at which point the token passing direction is reversed, working bidirec-

tionally, like a pendulum. To overcome various error situations, such as

a lost token (no token) or the circulation of multiple tokens, a decentralized approach using two timers, as suggested by the IEEE 802 Committee, is employed: a relatively long no-token timer (TNT) and a shorter

valid frame timer (TVX).
Since Hybrid-Meshnet has several unique features, including hybrid
topology, control mechanisms, and learning capability, it may be possible to

develop a more efficient distributed fault diagnosis algorithm than the
existing general algorithms. However, this is the subject of future research.
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Table 4-1. Conceptual Routing Algorithm.
Algorithm Routing of Hybrid-Meshnet
begin
if I have token
then begin
if I have message to send
then begin
if message is short
then use broadcast data transmission on token ring
else begin
if destination receiver is not busy
then begin
if there is no traffic or fixed routing is available
then used Fixed Routing method
else use Shortest Path Flood Routing method
end
end
end
end
end.
(Routing of Hybrid- Meshnet}
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CHAPTER V

HYBRID-MESHNET PROTOCOL AND ITS DESIGN
5.1

Introduction

The significant features and various components of Hybrid-Meshnet
control and routing mechanisms were discussed in Chapter IV. In this

chapter, the Hybrid- Meshnet protocol is described and its design is discussed.

Generally, when developing a protocol it is desirable to provide detailed descriptions and specifications in order to accomplish the following
aims [see DICK 83]:

(1) Initial descriptions provide a central reference for cooperation
and communication between designers.

(2) Many implementations of a protocol specification may be produced, with the objective of establishing compatible intercon-

nections of the different implementations.

In this chapter, however, only the basic frames of Hybrid- Meshnet protocol are detailed. The closely related components necessary to an un-

derstanding of the network control and routing mechanisms of HybridMeshnet protocol are included in Appendix A-2 in an intermediate and pre-

liminary version or basic framework. A complete description of the design features of Hybrid-Meshnet, and their implementations and functions,

are the proper subject of further research.
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5.2

Hybrid- Meshnet Protocol

Hybrid-Meshnet broadcasts all messages to all nodes by either a to-

ken ring or data links. The data links of a node are similar to the

repeaters used in ring networks. The result of this approach is that an
end-to-end protocol is not necessary and network control is a datagram
approach rather than a virtual circuit approach.

Hence, the resulting

network protocol can be implemented with two OSI layers and its layering

is similar to that of the IEEE 802 Standard Model, as shown in Figure
5-1. Consequently, the Hybrid-Meshnet protocol can be explained by this

similar layering: physical layer, data link I (Medium Access Control)

sublayer, and data link II (Logical Link Control) sublayer.

The principal operations of each layer or sublayer is discussed in
the following sections.

5.2.1 Format and Facilities

Due to its separated channel structure (i.e., the token ring and multiple, partitionable data link segments dynamically connected through a circuit switching technique), Hybrid-Meshnet has two different data message
formats: a data link message format and a token ring message format.

Their general formats have been discussed in Chapter IV (Figure 4-2) and
are further detailed in Appendix A-2. The format and facilities which are

closely related to network control and routing mechanisms are analyzed in
the following sections.
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5.2.2 Data Link II (Logical Link Control) Sub layer

The Data Link II (LLC) sublayer constitutes the top sublayer in the

Data Link Layer (see Figure 5-1), serving the upper layer and the Data
Link I (MAC) sublayer. One of the principal functions of this sublayer is

to select the data transmission method, from among either broadcast data
transmission, flood routing, fixed routing, and learning mode flood routing,

by the use of the facilities discussed in Appendix A-2. Choosing the
broadcast data transmission and flow control implies that a message length

field be included as a part of this sublayer protocol.
Sub layer protocol operations include: Connection Establishment, Data

Transfer, Connection Termination, Connection Reset, and Flow Control.
When the Connection request sub-operation of the Connection Establishment

operation is requested of the Data Link I sublayer, information is included
on which transmission method has been determined. (NOTE: More de-

tailed specifications will not be discussed in the current study.)
5.2.3 Data Link I (Medium Access Control) Sub layer

The Data Link I (MAC) sublayer is another sublayer in the Data

Link layer (see Figure 5-1), which serves the Data Link II (MAC) sublayer and physical layer. One of the major functions of this sublayer is

the frame transmission and reception of token ring and data links.

An

overview of these frame transmissions and reception is provided in Appendix A-2.

To understand the operations of Hybrid-Meshnet protocol, a formal

description of its protocol is necessary. Generally, one of two familiar
formal description approaches is used: either a description broadly based
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on extended finite-state machine concepts derived from a PASCAL-type

program language or a description based on an extension of classical logic, known as the Temporal Ordering Specification Language [VISS 83,
DICK 83].

The method adopted for this study is the Finite State Machine

(FSM) diagram approach. Details of the operations of the token ring in-

terface and the data links interface are described in Appendix A-2.
5.2.4 Physical Layer

The physical layer covers the physical interface between devices

and establishes the rules by which bits are passed from one to the other.
Hence, the physical layer, which directly interfaces with the transmission
medium, is the lowest and most fundamental layer. Although Hybrid-

Meshnet is suitable to the use of fiber-optic cable, the physical layer can
be designed to be independent of the transmission medium in order that a
given node can be used on various media. In this section, the physical

layer specifications are briefly defined. These specifications include data
symbol encoding and decoding and reliability.
5.2.4.1 Symbol Encoding

The most common, and easiest way, to transmit digital signals is to

use two different voltage levels for the two binary digits known as the
Non-Return to Zero (NRZ). However, there are several disadvantages to

NRZ transmission, including the difficulty of determining where one bit

ends and another begins and the necessity of some means of keeping the
transmitter and receiver synchronized. Manchester coding or a modified
format known as Differential Manchester coding, commonly used for LAN

transmissions, is an alternate coding scheme which overcomes these disadvantages [STAL 84]. The physical layer encodes and transmits four
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symbols using Differential Manchester-type coding, as shown in Figure
5-2.

The symbols are:
0 = binary zero;
1 = binary one;

J = Non-data-J; and
K = Non-data-K.

In the case of two of the data symbols, binary one and binary zero,
a signal element of one polarity is transmitted for one-half the duration of
the symbol to be transmitted, followed by the continuous transmission of a

signal element of the opposite polarity for the remainder of the symbol
duration. This provides two distinct advantages: The resulting signal has

no DC component and forced mid-bit transition conveys inherent timing information on the channel [IEEE 82c]. Because the clock and data are in-

cluded in a single data stream, the code is known as a self-clocking code.

The non-data symbols, J and K, use a different rule in which a
signal element of the same polarity is transmitted for both elements of the
symbol and there is no mid-bit transition. Therefore, to avoid an accumulating DC component, pair(s) of J and K non-data symbols are transmitted. The non-data symbols, J and K, are used in special frames, such

as Starting Delimiters (SD), Ending Delimiters (ED), Connection
Acknowledgements (CACK), and Negative Acknowledgements (NACK).
5.2.4.2 Symbol Decoding

Received symbols are decoded in a manner which is the inverse of
symbol encoding, and decoded symbols are presented at the MAC interface.
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5.2.4.3 Symbol Timing

The physical layer recovers the symbol timing information inherent

in the transitions between levels of the received signal.
5.2.4.4 Data Signaling Rates

The particular bit rate values selected for Hybrid-Meshnet are
based upon expected network loading and the rate at which computer memory can accept data. The concepts on which Hybrid-Meshnet is based are

limited only by the physical characteristics of the transmission medium and

the transceivers.

5.3 Network Interface Unit Design
The Hybrid-Meshnet protocol layers, discussed in the previous sec-

tion, must be distributed between the components of a node, i.e., through

the network interface unit and its attached elements. Recent technological
improvements of high speed LSI microcomponents, with their low cost,

high ease of integration, simplicity, and reliability, makes them a useful
tool in a wide variety of MU designs and implementations.

In any real implementation of an MU, however, there are a number

of alternatives to choose from, dependent on the choice of LSI components
and network application environment requirements. For example, the MU

of a simple Ethernet operating at 10 Mbps can be desired with the use of
only a restricted number of LSI chips, including INTEL's 82586 (Local
Communications Controller) and 82501 (Ethernet Serial Interface) [INTE

83]. A worthwhile design principle for an MU implementation would be to
develop the entire process backwards, Most LANs have been designed by
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first selecting the lower-level protocols, then designing and building the
MU, and finally coupling the design with the application [FRAN 81], as op-

posed to developing networks from the top down by beginning with the
application [MCQU 78].

Consequently, there cannot be any standard for MU

architecture and its design.

In this section, therefore, only the basic architectural frameworks
which should be considered in NIU design are discussed, placing emphasis

on lower level functions.
5.3.1

Functions and Specifications of the MU

It was desirable to off-load most of the Network Interface Unit's
low level activities to hardware logic gates in order to reduce the software burden for implementing the subnet control mechanisms. The major

goal of the network interface design was to provide a NIU controller that
would be general enough to use for token loop networks when there are
no data links. An additional design aspect was that important network

parameters, such as the address length and the frame check sequence
lengths, should be programmable for more flexible LAN support. Flexi-

bility and expandability were also taken into consideration with later
implementations of some of the network operating system functions in the

network interface.
Each NIU is an intelligent network interface package with a logical
configuration.

The basic tasks which must be carried out by the MU may

be classified in the following groups:
(1) Overall network interface control functions;
(2) The network-oriented function, including the token ring inter-

face function and the data links interface function; and
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(3) The host orientation function with the attached components in-

terface function.

The network interface controller, which is the conceptual control
function cooperating with parts distributed over the token ring interface
controller, the data links interface controller, and the attached components

controller, performs the overall control through the supervising token ring
interface, the data links interface, and the attached components interface.
All of these control algorithms should be built into hardware logic gates
and microcoded to minimize node processing times. The major functions

performed by the network controller include:
(1) Direct transfer of frames to and from external memory

(attached components) and transmit and receive buffer;
(2) Automatic and dynamic choice of an appropriate data transmission (routing) method;
(2) Execution of commands from lists residing in the controller

microcode and external systems memory;
(3) Automatic supervision and reporting of the status of overall

network state and error conditions; and
(4) Execution of diagnostic commands to identify and isolate faults.

Network oriented functions may be divided into two parts: the to-

ken ring interface and the data links interface, which will have the following specifications to perform basic tasks, including control of message
transmission and reception, address recognition, and error control:
(1) The token ring interface should have the capability of inter-

facing to dual synchronous high speed (optical fiber) commu-

nication lines and to two parallel channels, which can be connected to the attached components.
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(2) The data links interface should have the capability of controlling the switching device, which is connected to several high
speed, full duplex communication lines, and should have two

parallel channels which can be connected to the attached components.

(3) The token ring interface and data links interface should provide enough buffer space for the input and output data frame.
(4) The token ring interface and the data links interface should

both provide basic arithmetic and logic functions, data movement functions, and other functions necessary to minimize
interrupt service overhead. They should also provide a

mechanism for handling priority interrupts in order that interrupts may be processed promptly.

The host-oriented part fits into the I/O structure of a particular
type of attached component and controls the exchange of data between this

component and the network-oriented portion of the interface. This part
may vary, dependent upon the application. Therefore, this part is not dis-

cussed in detail in the current study.
5.3.2 Architecture of Network Interface Unit

In order to perform the functions and to comply with the specifications discussed above, the MU should have appropriate components and

should be properly organized. A Hybrid-Meshnet MU can be integrated and

modeled with three major partitions: a token ring interface, a data links

interface, and a local communication controller, as shown in Figure 5-3.

In this subsection, the possible architecture for each of these is discussed.
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5.3.2.1 Token Ring Interface

The basic functional components necessary for the token ring inter-

face are hardware and firmware. The interface hardware consists of the
following components (see Figure 5-4):

(1) token ring channel receiver and transmitter;
(2) cyclic redundancy check (CRC) logic;

(3) buffer memory (RAM);
(4) parallel/serial decoder;
(5) flags and registers;
(6) timer; and
(7) microprocessor and control logic.

The channel receiver includes a receiver cable interface, a noise
filter, and a Manchester Decoder. The channel transmitter includes a
transmit cable driver and a Manchester Encoder.

Several flags and reg-

isters are maintained within the token ring interface. Each of them may

interrupt or may be referred by the data links interface or the overall
network interface controller. Timers for Token Holding time, Return to
Repeat, Valid Transmission, and No Token (discussed in Appendix A-1)
should be equipped in the ring interface. By using a microprocessor based

implementation of the token ring interface controller, the interface will
allow flexible, powerful, and high speed transmission at low cost and sup-

port the basic functions for proper operations of the token ring network.
5.3.2.2 Data Links Interface

The basic functional components of the data links interface include

the following (see Figure 5-5):
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(1) data links switching block and its control logic;
(2) cyclic redundancy check (CRC) logic;
(3) buffer memory;
(4) flags; and

(5) microprocessor and/or control logic.

There are several number of repeaters (transmitters and receivers)
for each full duplex data link in the data links switching block. The data
links switching block should be designed with the use of a high speed
logic gate, including a CACK, NACK, and Acknowledgement recognizer to

reduce switching overhead. When optical fiber cable is used, the switch-

ing block may be of a design similar to that of optical fiber central node
star networks [RAWS 78, PATT 86, PRUC 86], since the switching of the
central node may be viewed as the switching block of one node in HybridMeshnet, as in FLOODNET [PETI 84]. The data links interface has a

CRC encoder/decoder and several flags, each of which may interrupt or

may be referred by the token ring interface and the network interface
controller to start and terminate data transmission. The data links inter-

face controller is designed with the use of a microprocessor and its related hardware logic.
5.3.2.3 Local Communication Controller

The local communication controller performs overall network control functions and host-oriented, attached component interface functions.

Since the attached component control functions are closely related to the
overall network control functions, they may can be implemented by using
one microprocessor. In order to perform its major functions, the local
communication controller has the following facilities:
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(1) DMA controller;
(2) fixed routing table;

(3) flags and registers;

(4) bus interface unit; and
(5) microprocessor and control logic.
The DMA controller provides direct memory transfer of data be-

tween the external memory (attached components) and transmit and receive

buffers of the token ring interface or the data links interface. Various
flags and registers provide support for the local communication controller

to inform the network state in order to decide upon an appropriate data
transmission method. Important flags and registers are summarized and

are explained in detail in Appendix A-1. A fixed routing table is generated
and maintained through cooperation with the data link interface and the

token ring interface and is used when a fixed routing data transmission
has been decided upon. A bus interface unit supports the system clock and
control signals between the host and the NIU.

Figure 5-6 indicates a pos-

sible architecture for the local communication controller.
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CHAPTER VI

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

6.1 Introduction

In the previous chapters, various routing techniques, control mech-

anisms, and design strategies for Hybrid-Meshnet were presented. In this
chapter, the performance evaluation of Hybrid- Meshnet will be discussed.
Exact performance obviously depends on the particular network con-

figuration and the hardware used for the NIU. Generally, there are two
popular approaches to performance evaluation: an analytical approach and a
simulation approach [SAUE 81].

In mesh networks, system performance

depends not only on the number of nodes and links, but also on the network configuration-interconnection pattern. Therefore, performance eval-

uation using the analytical approach is intractable for various configura-

tions. A more effective approach may be to simulate, using a program
which behaves like the model, and observe network behavior in various
configurations. This is a useful method of circumventing the arbitrary

nature of mesh network configurations and simulation is often used as an
appropriate performance evaluation tool. Consequently, a simulation

method, discussed in the following section, was adapted for the performance evaluation of Hybrid- Meshnet.
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6.2

Performance Evaluation of Hybrid-Meshnet

In network design the interconnection pattern of the nodes consti-

tutes the most significant architectural component of the system and is the
key to the successful exploitation of communication concurrency. There-

fore, it is essential that the simulation properly observe and investigate the

behavior of the protocol and the effects of the design parameters on desired levels of performance.
As previously discussed, there are a number of possible network
configuration variations even with the same number of nodes. Some

example configurations with six nodes are shown in Figure 6-1. The min-

imum configuration is the token ring with no data links (see Figure 61(a)), in which every message is broadcast over the token ring. The
maximum configuration encompasses fully connected data links in addition

to the token ring. In this extreme there is no need for intermediate nodes
since every node is redundantly connected to all of the others and every
message may be transmitted by using flood routing or direct routing without intermediate node processing delays. These two extremes could be

evaluated by using the analytical approach similar to the Newhall Loop case
discussed by CARS [77].

However, a general configuration for real appli-

cations would lie between these extremes and, dependent on the network

application environment, this would result in any number of variations, as
shown in Figure 6-1. Therefore, the simulation approach is the more
appropriate evaluation method.
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6.3 Development of Simulation Model

The Hybrid-Meshnet simulator, with a message queuing model de-

signed for this simulator shown in Figure 6-2, was written in FORTRAN
77 on an HP-1000 Minicomputer system.

The principal objectives of the

simulator were to: (1) examine the precision and performance of HybridMeshnet protocol and (2) provide a tool to determine functional network
configurations, dependent upon the network application environment.

To determine the characteristics and performance of Hybrid Meshnet, the followings assumptions were included in the simulation model:

(1) Noiseless channels and perfectly reliable nodes;
(2) All link capacities are constant and equal;

(3) A single destination for each packet;
(4) Messages arrive at each node according to the Poisson arrival
pattern;

(5) Message Length is exponentially distributed; and
(6) Propagation delay is ignored.

The following parameters affect the performance of the system and were
therefore accepted by the simulator as input:
(1) The interarrival time for each node;
(2) The number of nodes and links, together with their configura-

tion (interconnection pattern, or the addresses of adjacent
nodes);

(3) The mean packet length (number of bytes) for each node;
(4) The circuit switching time; and
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(5) The value of the BDRN (Broadcast Data Transmission
Reference Number).

Because of the nature of various kinds of services and a load for
each node which may vary, every node has its own packet generator set at
a unique mean packet length and interarrival time. Each node has a node

connection matrix table in the simulator, which is generated at the initialization subroutine according to the network configuration input.

Using

this node connection matrix table, the flooding technique can be simulated

by a tree search method. The simulation program has a simulation library, based on the concept of linked storage allocation [LAW 82]. The

library facilitates the filing of records in a list (queue), the removal of
records from the list, the processing of the events list, and to computation

of sample statistical variables of interest.
A simulation run is initiated by the creation of a packet generator

and statistics are collected at the end of the run. The following measurement terms are used in the simulation:
(1)

Queuing Time:

Time elapsed from the time a local message

(generated in an attached component) is ready for transmission.

(2)

Transmission Time:

Time elapsed from initial placement of

first character of a message on the loop at the source
node until final removal of the last character from the data
the

path.

(3) Acknowledgement Time: Time elapsed from generation of an

ACK message at the destination node until the last character is

removed from the control token ring at the source node.
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(4) Total Transmission Time: The sum of queuing, transmission,

and acknowledgement times (i.e., (1) + (2) + (3)).
(5) Average Number of Concurrent Communications: Average num-

ber of concurrent data transmissions on the network.
(6) Inter-Arrival Rate per Node: The average number of requests

for communication (arrivals) at each node in one time unit.
(7) Network Arrival Rate: The average number of requests for
communication in the entire network.
(8) Inter-Arrival Time per Node: The average number of time

units at each node between consecutive arrivals.

(9) Network Interarrival Rate: The average number of time units
between consecutive arrivals in the entire network.
(10) Time Unit: Transmission time for a single character (8

bits).
6.4

Simulation Results and Discussions
6.4.1

Network Parameter Specifications

Several example configurations of a six node network, as shown in
Figure 6-1, were simulated with the following specifications:
(1) Although mean message length and inter-arrival time are not

symmetrical in most actual network environments, for purposes of comparison the simulation was based on the assumption that mean message generation for all nodes was equal and

that each source sent equal traffic to all destinations.
(2) The switching delay was assumed to be one character time

unit (8 bits).
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(3) The comparison logic for the decision to use broadcast type

transmissions and to check if destination were busy was assumed to use 0.5 character time unit (4 bits).
(4) In the case of a token ring without data links, as shown in

Figure 6-1(a), BDRN value was set at 512, the maximum mes-

sage (packet) size, in order that every message was transmitted by the broadcast method. For other configurations,

BDRN values of 15 and 25 were applied.

Network simulations were initially operated until 60 data messages

were transmitted and acknowledged in order to eliminate "start-up" transient phenomena. Performance statistics were collected for the next 300

data message transmissions and the simulation quantities of primary inter-

est, from 50 byte (400 bits) and 100 byte (800 bits) averages, respectively, are presented in Tables 6-1 and 6-2. Figures 6-3 and 6-4 chart
the mean average total transmission times; Figures 6-5 and 6-6 display the
average number of concurrent transmissions; and Figures 6-7 and 6-8 indicate normalized network throughputs for various network configurations.
6.4.2 Discussion and Observations

From the above simulations, the following results were observed:
(1) Performance is dependent not only on the configuration, but
also on the BDRN value.

(2) Performance characteristic improved with increases in the

number of data links.
(3) When the number of data links was restricted, increasing the

BDRN value increased performance characteristics since a

greater number of messages were transmitted via the token
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ring and only the longer messages were transmitted through the
data links by the flood routing method.
(4) When network loads were increased, the number of messages

transmitted on other than the shortest path (in flood routing
data transmission) increased.
(5) Under very light traffic conditions, the mean total transmission

time of the token ring is equivalent to or an improvement upon
the time of other configurations.
(6) In a Hybrid-Meshnet configuration, as message length is in-

creased, the average number of concurrent communications in-

creases, while the configuration with only token ring remains

at 1. As the number of data links is increased, the number of
concurrent transmissions increases since the number of possible paths between any two node pairs increases.
(7) Under light traffic conditions, normalized network throughput
is independent of the network configuration.
(8) Under heavier traffic conditions, normalized network through-

put is saturated, with a different number for each configuration.

The configuration with the most data links has the

highest saturation value. By that value, the networks are said
to be stable.
6.5 Conclusion

A simulation model of Hybrid-Meshnet has been presented. It may

be used to determine or modify efficient network data link configurations,
corresponding to the characteristics of each node and its attached
components and specific application environments.
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Table 6-1.

Model
a

b

b

Hybrid-Meshnet With Six Nodes Simulation Result for
Various Configurations (Average Message Length is 50
Character Case).

BDRN
512

25

15

Mean
Arriv.
Time

Mean
Queue

2000.
666.
400.
285.
222.

13.
58.
184.
1564.

2000.
666.
400.
285.
222.
181.
2000.
666.
400.
285.
222.
181.

c

25

2000.
666.
400.
285.
222.
181.

c

15

2000.
666.
400.
285.
222.
181.

d

25

2000.
666.
400.
285.
222.
181.

d

15

2000.
666.
400.
285.
222.
181.

Time

3642.
11.

24.
42.
60.
86.
129.

Mean
Queue
Trans.
Time

Mean
Total
Trans.
Time

No. of

69.
114.
240.
1622.
3698.

69.
114.
240.
1622.
3698.

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

70.
85.
101.
118.
144.
186.

77.
92.
110.
127.
152.
195.

1.136
1.497
1.771
1.984

78.
93.
115.
128.
154.

12.

70.

25.
46.
61.
88.
140.

84.
105.
120.
146.
197.

15.
31.
66.
121.
330.
1038.
18.
37.

77.
159.

487.
1664.
12.
25.
46.
70.
116.

217.
14.
26.
50.
75.

132.
302.

Concur.
Trans.

2.327
2.589

206.

1.134
1.428
1.787
2.001
2.339
2.633

73.
90.
125.
179.
388.
1096.

84.
98.
132.
186.
397.
1105.

1.143
1.452
1.618
1.856
2.157
2.423

81.
96.
135.
216.
545.
1722.

89.
106.
143.
226.
554.
1731.

1.126
1.393
1.573
1.806
2.156
2.087

70.
84.
102.
127.
172.
274.

77.
93.
110.
135.
180.
284.

1.136
1.497
1.748
2.007
2.313
2.584

73.
85.
107.
132.
189.
360.

82.
95.
116.
141.
197.
370.

1.139
1.442
1.744
1.911

2.148
2.507
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Table 6-2.

Hybrid-Meshnet With Six Nodes Simulation Result for
Various Configurations (Average Message Length is 100
Character Case)
Mean

a

b

BDRN
512

25

15

c

d

d

25

15

25

15

155.
597.
7120.

155.
597.
7120.

1.000
1.000
1.000

870.
1362.

131.
175.
234.
323.
977.
1470.

153.
190.
246.
333.
986.
1477.

1.270
1.822
2.247
2.782
3.091
3.356

27.
72.
131.
216.
663.
1261.

133.
179.
236.
322.
770.
1368.

155.
194.
248.
331.
778.
1374.

1.283
1.790
2.247
2.755
3.092
3.483

34.
134.
385.

2167.

141.
242.
493.
2273.

155.
254.
502.
2283.

1.210
1.577
2.043
2.173

156.
261.
623.
2956.

1.224
1.555

154.
207.
269.
688.
1885.
2990.

1.269
1.776
2.230
2.605
2.757
2.906

155.
213.
271.
619.
1877.

1.264
1.767
2.212
2.490
2.706
2.870

492.
7019.

2000.
666.
400.
285.
222.

2000.
666.
400.
285.
222.
181.

c

No. of
Concur.

2000.
666.
400.

181.
b

Mean
Total
Trans.
Time

Time

Arriv.

Model

Mean
Queue
Trans.
Time

Mean
Queue
Time

2000.
666.
400.
285.

2000.

50.

25.
68.
129.
217.

666.
400.
285.

35.
140.
505.

142.
249.
613.

2836.

2944.

2000.
666.
400.
285.
222.

26.
84.
153.
572.
1768.

135.
192.
260.
679.
1875.

181.

2872.

2980.

2000.
666.
400.
285.
222.

27.
90.
156.
503.
1760.

181.

3005.

136.
198.
263.
610.
1867.
3111.

3119.

Trans.

1.961

2.060
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6-1a. Minimum Configuration

6-1c. General Configuration

6-1b. Heavily Connected
Configuration

6-1d. General Configuration

Figure 6-1. Various Hybrid-Meshnet Configurations
with Six Nodes.
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:
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Figure 6-2. A Queuing Model for a Data Message used in
Hybrid- Meshnet Simulator.
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Figure 6-3. Mean Total Transmission Time Characteristics
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CHAPTER VII

FAULT TOLERANCE AND PERFORMANCE DEGRADATION

7.1 Introduction

In addition to promptness, many LAN applications require that a LAN

be robust (fault tolerant) in order to avoid the often disastrous consequences of LAN system failure. It is generally known that mesh networks have a high degree of fault tolerance and are robust because of
their redundant connectivity. In this chapter, the graceful degradation of

Hybrid-Meshnet following the failure of a component is discussed.
7.2 Fail-Softness and Performance Degradation of LANs

A vendor has quoted a mean time between failure rate (MTBF) of
100,000 hours for each node of a typical LAN system [PAUL 85].

Given

8,760 hours in a year this means that on the average a node will fail once
in 11 years. This would be an acceptable rate of failure, but note that
there are up to about 100 nodes in most local area networks. For in-

stance, if a network has 50 nodes, then the network MTBF would be
11/50, or approximately 1 every 3 months. For the transmission medium,

an MTBF of 175,000 hours (about 20 years) is reasonable [GREE 85].

The probability of a link (transmission medium) failure may depend on

the total length used in the network. To simplify the issue, consider that
a link from one node to another is one link unit. This means that in the
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case of ring networks and bus networks the number of links is equal to
the number of nodes in the network.

If a network has 50 nodes, then the

network transmission medium MTBF will be 20/50, or an average occurrence of 1 failure every 5 months.

Furthermore, when other hardware

parts are considered (e.g., the power supply), then the network failure
rate will be considerably greater.

Software failure can be virtually im-

possible to predict and for the purposes of this study only hardware failures (i.e., a node or a link) are considered.
Reliability is closely related to the hardware components used in the

NIU, the network topology, and the control strategy of a network.

It is

often represented by the term "fail-softness," or the graceful degradation

of the system.

This means that when a failure occurs, it is assumed

that only the faulty parts of the network are not operational and that the

overall system continues to run at degraded performance levels.

The system's ability to functionally perform with some degradation
while still maintaining an acceptable level of performance, has become an

important consideration and may be measured by both qualitative and quantitative analysis.

Cherkassky et al. [CHER 85] asserted that LAN systems

require measures for judging LAN fail softness.

They introduced a

quantitative definition as follows:

P1(s,c)

F(S,C,P)
PO(S)

where F is fail softness coefficient;
C is a single failure of a particular component;
S is distributed system;

P is system performance criteria;
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P1(S,C) is the value of the performance criterion after a
single component failure; and
P0(s) is the value of the performance criterion P in a
fault free system.

In a LAN the total number of possible communication paths between

every pair of N nodes is a natural performance criterion for quantitative
analysis. Hence, in a fault-free LAN, there are N(N-1)/2 communication
paths.

Therefore, a quantitative fail-softness coefficient (Fquan) is:
P1(S,C)

Fquan(S'C'F)

(6-1)

.

P0(S)

N(N-1)

where P0(s)

is the total number of paths in a
2

fault-free system;

N is the number of nodes in a network; and
P1(S,C) is an average number of communication paths still
possible after a node (or link) failure.

The normalized degradation coefficient Dquan is
Cquan(S'C'F)

1

Fquan(S'C F)

.

(6-2)

.

For qualitative analysis, in this study, the qualitative degradation

coefficient Dqual is defined as follows:
T1(S,C) - TO(S)

Cqual(SC'F) =

(6-3)

re(s)

where T0(S) is the average transmission time in a fault free
system; and

Tl(S,C) is the overage transmission time after a
(hardware) failure.
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7.3 Fault Tolerance of Hybrid-Meshnet
7.3.1 Quantitative Analysis

There are two kinds of hardware failure: a node failure and a
link failure. In case of a node failure, the communication paths in which
the node is either source node or destination node may be lost.

In case of a link failure the number of lost paths depends upon the
network interconnection pattern-topology. For example, a bus fault in

computer networks using bus topology breaks the network into two parts
and several communication paths may be lost. With its redundant link

connectivity, a mesh computer network shows a higher degree of reliability and fault tolerance. This is true of Hybrid-Meshnet, but its reliability
is variable and dependent upon the configuration of network interconnections.

Therefore, discussion of the fail-softness analysis of Hybrid-

Meshnet, is based upon the assumption that the network is moderately de-

signed, i.e., between any two node pairs there are at least two possible
paths in the network. Since broadcast data transmissions over the token
ring are possible when there are no suitable paths through the data links
between any node pair, this is a reasonable assumption. In token ring be-

havior, upon a link or node failure, the next node on the ring detects the
malfunction and generates a token. The token is then passed on until a

faulty node or a faulty link is encountered, at which point the token
passing direction is reversed.
In case of a node failure, the possible number of communication

paths in the network is (N-1)(N-2)/2, where N is the number of nodes in
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the network. Therefore, the quantitative fail-softness coefficient Fquan.

from Eq.(6-1), is:
P1(S,C)

(N-1)(N-2)/2

N-2

PO(S)

N(N-1)/2

N

Fquan (S,C,F)

And quantitative degradation Dquan, from Eq.(6-2), is:
D quan -

1

N-2

2

N

;

- F quan (S,C,P) =

As the number of nodes is increased, the quantitative fail-softness is increased and quantitative degradation is decreased.

In case of link faults, we can expect two kinds of link failure in
Hybrid-Meshnet: token ring and data link. In any case, based on the assumptions above and Hybrid-Meshnet topology, all NW-1)/2 communication

paths are still active. Consequently the fail-softness coefficient Fquan
is:
qu
F

quan (S,C,P) -

P1(s,c)

N(N -1)/2

P0(s)

N(N -1)/2

And quantitative degradation Dquan is:
0 quan

1

Fquan (S,C,F)

1

1

= 0

Therefore, the network is highly reliable from the quantitative fault
tolerance point of view for both node and link faults.
7.3.2 Qualitative Analysis

The qualitative fail-softness and performance degradation of
Hybrid-Meshnet depends on the network configuration, and the application

environment, i.e., traffic load and mean message length since the transmission time is dependent upon network configuration and the traffic load
of the application environment.

Given the difficulty of qualitative math-

ematical analysis, a simulation study was considered as the appropriate
means to measure qualitative performance degradation and an example mo-
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del is shown in Figure

7-1. A

node fault may be considered as multiple

faults:

a token ring link fault and one or more data link faults in
link(s) connected to the faulty node. In this study, however, only one data
link fault was simulated.
In the fault simulation model, message lengths were assumed to
obey truncated negative exponential distributions, with mean lengths of 50

(400 bits) and 100 characters (800 bits), set to a minimum length of 10

characters (80 bits) and a maximum length of

512

characters

(2096

bits).

Message arrivals were assumed to have occurred in a Poisson manner.
Though the messages which arrive at each node in most network application environments may not be symmetric with respect to length and desti-

nation, message arrivals were assumed to occur at equal traffic rates; all
nodes and all distinct and possible source-destination pairs were equally

likely for first cut estimation. The primary quantities of interest in this
simulation were mean total transmission times for both a normal opera-

tions case and operations with a link fault and the degradation ratio of
each.

The simulation was run until

6,000

messages were transmitted and

acknowledged without faults in the first running. In the second run, a

data link failure was assumed to have occurred in place A of Figure

7-1

after 1,000 messages were transmitted and acknowledged.

It was further
assumed to have been repaired after 3,000 packets were transmitted and
acknowledged under network operations with a faulty unit. The network

continued its normal operations despite the link failure. The mean total

transmission time of these operations was plotted with the average transmission time for every 100 messages. See Figures
7-7

through

7-12,

7-2

through

7-6

and

respectively, for the different load and different mean
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message length cases. The average transmission time of 3,000 messages

was measured during the simulation to measure qualitative performance
degradation.

To reduce the transient effect of the faulty unit, the first

500 message transmissions were discarded, and the average transmission

time of the next 2,500 messages was used for the calculation of qualitative
degradation of equation (6-2), as shown in Table 7-1. The qualitative
performance degradation coefficient (degradation ratio) Dqual of this fault

model is plotted in Figure 7-13 from the results of this fault simulation
study.

7.3.3 Discussion

The following observations were drawn from the results of the
above simulation:

(1) Hybrid-Meshnet has good quantitative performance degradation
characteristics, which generally improve with the expansion of

network size (the number of nodes);
(2) Qualitative performance degradation depends not only on the

network configuration (number of nodes and data links), but

also on such characteristics of the network environment as
mean message length and mean message arrival time;
(3) Under very light traffic loads, qualitative degradation is negligible; and

(4) As the mean message length and mean message arrival time

are increased, the qualitative degradation increases.
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7.4. Summary

From the above discussion, it may be observed that Hybrid-Meshnet
performance degradation is dependent upon not only the network configuration, but also the network application environment. Reliability may be improved by including additional data links. One of the unique features of

Hybrid-Meshnet is that this is possible on a running network without the
need to shut down the network or unload the application environment.

Further study will be necessary to observe the effect of token ring

link faults or a multiple data link fault.
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Table 7-1. Qualitative Performance Degradation of HybridMeshnet with Fault A in Configuration Figure 7-1.
Trans.

Mean

Message
Length
50
50
50
50
50
50
100
100
100
100
100
100

Mean
Arrival
Time
500
400
300
270
250
200
1000
800
600
400
375
360

Time
Without
Fault
104
117

158
188
254
5239
166
180
209
346
459
504

Trans.
Time
With

Fault A
107
125
194
241
415
8371
169
185
227
555
692
1095

Qualitative
Performance
Degradation
(%)

2.88
6.84
22.78
28.19
63.38
59.78
1.80
2.77
8.61

60.40
50.76
117.26

Figure 7-1. Configuration of Fault Simulation Model
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CHAPTER VIII

PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF A CLASS OF
MESH LOCAL AREA NETWORKS
8.1

Introduction

A class of discrete simulation models were implemented in FORTRAN 77 for various types of distributed mesh or hybrid LAN protocols in

order that their relative performances may be easily compared to HybridMeshnet performance characteristics: Modified Anarchy Flood Routing
(MAFR) and Controlled Flood Routing (CFR) for FLOODNET, and FISH-

NET and FISHNET with broadcast mode. The simulation results are discussed in this chapter.
8.2 Development of Simulation Models

The general characteristics of all five protocols, including HybridMeshnet, are similar. Therefore, the basic assumptions listed below,

which are same as those for the Hybrid-Meshnet simulator discussed in
Chapter VI, were used to compare the characteristics and performances of

this class of five mesh LANs:
(1) Nodes and channels (noiseless) of assured reliability;
(2) Constant and equal link capacities;

(3) A single destination for each packet;
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(4) Message arrival at each node according to a Poisson arrival
pattern;

(5) Exponentially distributed message lengths;

(6) Equal mean message generation rates for all nodes are equal,

with each source on the average sending equal traffic to all
destinations and no message transmission priority;
(7) Propagation delays are ignored;
(8) Message minimum length assumed to be 10 characters (80

bits), with a maximum length of 512 characters (4,096 bits);
(9) Switching delay to be 1 character time unit (8 bits time);
(10) Equal number of headers for all 5 protocols.

(11) A 9-node mesh network (see Figure 8-1) used for simulation
of all network protocols, with the exception that FISHNET and
Hybrid-Meshnet were allotted an additional token ring channel

(token ring);
(12)

Simulations for all protocols were initially operated until 60
data messages were transmitted and acknowledged in order to
eliminate any "start-up" transient phenomena; performance sta-

tistics were collected for the next 300 data message transmissions; and
(13) All networks assigned switching devices with the same capa-

bilities for purposes of comparison. With the exception of
MAFR protocol, all networks could simultaneously transmit and
receive. In addition, it was assumed that a source node or a

destination node could serve as a relay (intermediate) node.
Beyond the above assumptions, each network protocol has its own

characteristics, which are discussed in the following subsections.
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8.2.1 FLOODNET Modified Anarchy Flood Routing (MAFR) and

Controlled Flood Routing (CFR) Protocols

In MAFR, source and destination nodes are not permitted to simultaneously transmit and receive. However, in CFR it was assumed that

source or destination nodes could simultaneously transmit and receive, i.e.,

the switching element has the same capabilities as that of Hybrid-Meshnet.

Node processing delays (Tnd) were assumed to be three character
time units for both protocols since the destination address comparison

takes place after receiving three characters (one for the starting flag and
two for destination addresses). The time out period was set at Tnd x

the number of nodes (3 x 9 = 27 character time units).

The back-off time for a retransmission was set at a uniform time
distribution bounded by 0 and T, where T = ti + (1 + kR), ti is a time
interval 50 character time unit, k = 1.5, and R is the number of retransmissions (the same system used by PUNG [84]). If R > 2, then R = 2 is
used.

8.2.2 FISHNET and FISHNET with Broadcast Capability Protocols

Four bits length of a special bit pattern (short packet) are assumed
to be used to set up the route in the virtual circuit approach. The token
ring is used for the control channel rather than the token bus. (In the
original FISHNET research [KANG 81, 84], the token bus was used for
the control channel. The simulation results indicate that performance is

improved by using the token ring as a control channel instead of the token
bus.)
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In FISHNET with broadcast mode protocol, the same comparison

time for broadcast data transmission decisions is assumed as used in
Hybrid-Meshnet.

8.2.3 Hybrid-Meshnet

For Hybrid-Meshnet simulation, all of the assumptions described in
Chapter VI were used. Since the given network configuration in Figure

8-1 is fairly tightly connected, the number 15 is used for each node's
BDRN.

8.3

Discussion and Comparative Evaluation of Simulation Results

In this section the results of the simulations of the five protocols
are analyzed and compared.
8.3.1 Simulation Results

The simulation quantities of primary interest from the experimental
Hybrid-Meshnet, FISHNET with broadcasting mode, FISHNET, CFR, and

MAFR protocol models are presented, respectively, in Tables 8-1, 8-2, and
8-3. Each table lists the mean message inter-arrival time for each pro-

tocol, together with the mean value of queuing time, transmission time, total transmission time, and average number of concurrent transmissions in
three different environments. As defined in Chapter VI, the total trans-

mission time includes local queuing time prior to transmission, actual
transmission time, and queuing time prior to acknowledgement after completion of transmission. (Note that there is no queuing time prior to
acknowledgement for CFR and MAFR protocols since they use circuit-

switched paths already set up for acknowledgement.)
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This comparison was based upon the assumption that total transmis-

sion time distributions of these protocols, together with the average num-

ber of concurrent transmissions, is a fair performance measurement.
The network operating environments of this simulation study may be
placed in the following three categories, dependent upon their average
message lengths:

(1) Environment 1: 50 time units (400 bits) average message
length;

(2) Environment 2: 100 time units (800 bits) average message
length; and

(3) Environment 3: 200 time units (1600 bits) average message
length.

8.3.2 Comparison of Hybrid-Meshnet Simulation with Other
Protocols

Hybrid-Meshnet exhibits the best performance characteristics in Environment 1 based upon the following considerations: mean total transmis-

sion time vs mean message arrival rate at each node (Figure 8-2) and the
average number of concurrent communications vs mean message arrival

rate (Figure 8-5). This observation may be easily understood by noting
that more Hybrid-Meshnet data messages are transmitted over the token

ring, in which there is no node processing time or switching delays, since
the average message length is small. This also explains why FISHNET
with broadcasting capability has good performance characteristics.

In the

case of FLOODNET, i.e., CFR, and MAFR protocols, relatively short
packet transmissions tend to increase flooding frequency, yielding frequent
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collisions and posing the potential for infinite delays of a data messages,

particularly when the traffic is very high.
In Environment 2, Hybrid-Meshnet again exhibits the best perfor-

mance characteristics, plotted in Figure 8-3 for mean total transmission

time vs mean message arrival rate at each node and in Figure 8-6 for the
average number of concurrent communications vs mean message arrival

rate at each node. For all five protocols, the average number of concurrent communications increases more markedly than in Environment 1 as

the mean message arrival rate per node increases. This is because of the
longer average transmission time per message in Environment 1.
In Environment 3, Hybrid-Meslmet again exhibit comparable or better

performance characteristics than the remaining protocols, as shown in Fig-

ures 8-4 and 8-7. However, the performance differences are smaller
than those of Environments 1 and 2. This difference may be explained by

noting that since the average message length is large, most of the HybridMeshnet data transmissions rely on the flood routing data transmission
method in which routing overhead is essential.

However, routing overhead

may be less than for the FLOODNET protocols because there is no intermediate node processing time (destination address comparison time), but
only path request control message broadcasting time and circuit switching
time. There may be a token waiting time delay in Hybrid-Meshnet.

In both FLOODNET protocols, longer message transmissions tends

to reduce flooding frequency and the possibility of collision. Note that the

performance difference between the FISHNET and FISHNET with broad-

cast capability protocols is very small since there are only a limited number of chances to use the broadcasting data transmission method. Because

of the use of separated data path establishment with a virtual circuit
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concept, the performance characteristics of the FISHNET protocols are
lower than those of Hybrid-Meshnet. Consequently, the performance char-

acteristic differences between Hybrid-Meshnet and the other systems is
marginal. In any case, Hybrid-Meshnet indicates comparable or better

performance characteristics for reason of its unique routing and control
mechanism by using global information at local nodes. At the same time
Hybrid-Meshnet maintains other potential advantages, including efficient

network learning capability and an efficient system of prioritized message

transmission (by preempting current traffic).
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Table 8-1. Simulation Result of Various Protocols (Average Message
Length is 50 Character Case).
NETWORK
PROTOCOL
HybridMeshnet

INTER
ARRIVAL
TIME

MEAN
QUEUE
TIME

TRANS.

MEAN #
CONCUR.
TRANS.

800.

1.215
1.460
1.692
1.905
2.229
2.633
2.910
3.780
3.863

667.
500.
400.
333.
250.
200.
167.

22.
32.
47.
61.
89.
121.
239.
1190.
1782.

80.
90.
104.
118.
146.
178.
298.
1248.
1840.

87.
98.
112.
127.
156.
189.
310.
1264.
1856.

1.208
1.412
1.665
1.878
2.149
2.345
2.891
3.429
3.379

2000.
1000.
667.
500.
400.
333.
250.
200.

28.
41.
59.
78.
116.
177.
588.
1425.

86.
99.
117.
136.
174.
235.
645.
1482.

93.
106.
126.
146.
186.
249.
663.
1500.

1.191
1.353
1.511

2000.
1000.
667.
500.
400.
333.
250.
200.

25.
39.
98.
142.

83.
97.
156.
200.
344.
462.
1266.

86.
100.
159.
203.
347.
465.
1269.

2407.

2410.

113.
161.
376.
539.
1494.

90.
119.
172.
217.
430.
596.
1548.

93.
121.
175.
220.
433.
599.
1551.

2706.

2762.

2465.

167.

FISHNET
with
Broadcast

2000.
1000.

FISHNET

FLOODNET
MAFR

MEAN
TOTAL

81.
90.
102.
112.
125.
151.
238.
441.
871.

17.
26.
38.
47.
61.
86.
167.
371.

CFR

TRANS.
TIME
75.
84.
96.
104.
118.
144.
226.
428.
857.

2000.
1000.
667.
500.
400.
333.
250.
200.

FLOODNET

MEAN

2000.
1000.
667.
500.
400.
333.
250.
200.

284.
401.
1209.
2350.
32.
64.

1.697
1.870
2.120
2.627
2.562
1.179
1.424
1.525
1.635
1.914
2.322
2.503
2.310
1.134
1.272
1.497
1.623
1.651

1.864
2.099
2.188
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Table 8-2. Simulation Result of Various Protocols (Average Message
Length is 100 Character Case).
NETWORK
PROTOCOL
HybridMeshnet

INTER
ARRIVAL
TIME
2000.
1250.
714.
500.
435.
385.
313.
286.
244.

FISHNET
with
Broadcast

FISHNET

2000.
1250.
714.
500.
435.
385.
313.
286.
244.
2000.
1250.
714.
500.
435.
385.
313.
286.
244.

FLOODNET
CFR

2000.
1250.
714.
500.
435.
385.
313.
286.
244.

FLOODNET
MAFR

2000.
1250.
714.
500.
435.
385.
313.

MEAN
QUEUE
TIME

MEAN
TRANS.
TIME

MEAN
TOTAL
TRANS.

CONCUR.
TRANS.

1.339
1.658
2.128
2.578
2.867
3.312
3.582
3.726
3.841
1.332
1.626
2.066
2.549
2.761
3.054
3.437
3.610
3.733

36.
53.
89.
151.

144.
161.
196.
258.

201.
231.
375.
729.
1324.

310.
340.
484.
837.
1430.

154.
170.
204.
266.
319.
351.
496.
851.
1445.

42.
60.
108.

219.
279.
428.
1093.
1265.
2152.

150.
166.
215.
325.
388.
537.
1198.
1373.

159.
175.
225.
337.
399.
552.
1214.
1388.

2258.

2274.

47.
64.
114.
246.
315.
532.
1277.
1765.

155.
171.
221.
353.
423.
638.
1383.
1870.

164.
181.
231.
368.
437.
655.
1401.
1888.

2427.

2533.

2551.

38.

141.
175.
294.
548.
792.
953.

144.
178.
297.
551.
795.
956.

2023.
2430.
3368.

2026.
2433.
3371.

156.
191.
348.

159.
194.
351.

778.
1047.
1588.
2722.

781.
1050.
1591.
2725.

72.
108.
438.
688.
850.
1919.

2331.
3261.
51.
80.

242.
671.
937.
1488.
2619.

MEAN #

1.319
1.604
1.983
2.464
2.712
2.940
3.222
3.173
3.529
1.283
1.504
2.097
2.595
2.703
2.846
3.073
2.984
3.023

1.258
1.486
1.922
2.336
2.546
2.576
2.633
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Table 8-3. Simulation Result of Various Protocols (Average Message
Length is 200 Character Case).
NETWORK
PROTOCOL
HybridMeshnet

FISHNET
with
Broadcast

FISHNET

INTER
ARRIVAL
TIME
2000.
1429.
1111.
909.
769.
667.
588.
526.
370.

2000.
1429.
1111.
909.
769.
667.
588.
526.
370.
2000.
1429.
1111.
909.
769.
667.
588.
526.
370.

FLOODNET
CFR

FLOODNET
MAFR

2000.
1429.
1111.
909.
769.
667.
588.
526.
2000.
1429.
1111.
909.
769.
667.
588.
526.

MEAN
QUEUE
TIME

MEAN
TRANS.
TIME

MEAN
TOTAL
TRANS.

MEAN #

299.
327.
385.
526.
551.
664.
923.
1139.
3338.

312.
338.
395.
535.
559.
675.
935.
1151.
3352.

1.716
2.024
2.336
2.653
2.999
3.132
3.576

309.
344.
411.
538.
642.
789.
951.
2082.
4387.

322.
355.
422.
549.
653.
804.
966.
2099.
4403.

1.692
1.976
2.334
2.619
2.920
3.132
3.442
3.693
3.921

320.
350.
420.
567.
697.
887.
1177.
2166.
4841.

334.
361.
431.
582.
709.
902.
1194.

1.663
1.924

2184.
4859.
281.
293.
393.
583.
793.
976.
1474.
2274.

1.559
1.672
2.166
2.524
2.914

2067.

278.
290.
390.
580.
790.
973.
1471.
2271.

91.
134.
261.
383.
642.
948.
1476.

296.
335.
468.
589.
847.
1153.
1685.

299.
338.
471.
592.
850.
1156.
1688.

2384.

2594.

2597.

1.509
1.693
1.883
2.181
2.374
2.583
2.912
3.142

92.
121.
179.
321.
346.
455.
714.
928.

3126.
102.
138.
205.
333.
437.
581.
747.
1876.

4182.
112.
144.
213.
360.
490.
676.
967.
1963.

4636.
73.
89.
182.
379.
590.
773.
1270.

CONCUR.
TRANS.

3.781
4.291

2.316
2.516
2.883
3.103
3.413
3.612
3.715

2.988
3.072
3.269
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Figure 8-1. A 9-Node Network Configuration Used
in Simulation for Comparison Study.
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CHAPTER IX

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Previous chapters of this study have considered various features of
the system design of Hybrid-Meshnet, a hypothetical distributed LAN system. The design goals of Hybrid-Meshnet were primarily directed to sup-

port prompt, robust, reliable, and flexible services for current LAN environments which are subject to constant change and expansion, including of-

fice automation, military C' (command, control, and communications), and

a variety of automated real time operations.
9.1

Significant Features of Hybrid-Meshnet

As a result of this study, several contributions to distributed computing were achieved. Among these are the following:

(1) For local area communications, a new transmission mechanism

was developed by the use of a hybrid structure. For various
types of network environments, Hybrid-Meshnet has proved to
be highly flexible with performance characteristics comparable

to or better than any other local network presently in use.
(2) Distributed and dynamic network control and routing are han-

dled by a source (controller) node which in turn can provide
different data transmission methods based on the network configuration and the network application.
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(3) Introduction of a new technology which uses global information
at local nodes.

(4) Higher performance and fault tolerance may when necessary

be dynamically configured on a running network in order to
satisfy application requirements. Hybrid- Meshnet, in its min-

imum or simplest configuration, may be viewed as a simple

token ring, but adding data links as desired to the configuration allows it to exhibit a more comprehensive form, including

that of a fully connected network. Data links may be changed

or removed, as well as inserted, on a running network and the
resultant network is sufficiently flexible to accommodate arbitrary topologies.

The Hybrid-Meshnet protocol is confronted by one major problem.

When a new node is inserted, the network must be powered down. However, this disadvantage is no more apparent than on any token ring net-

work and furthermore, insertion of data links is possible at any time on a
running network without shutting down the system.
9.2 Areas for Future Research

Areas in which further research is recommended include additional
performance investigations, consideration of Hybrid- Meshnet hardware im-

plementation and switching device design, development of an efficient distributed fault diagnosis algorithm, design of the Hybrid- Meshnet operating
system, and investigation of Hybrid-Meshnet applications.
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9.2.1 Analysis of Performance by Analytical Model

Full confidence should not be placed in the precise numerical quan-

tities obtained in the simulations in this study. In order to obtain numeri-

cal quantities sufficiently reliable to provide fully accurate parameter values, analytical modeling and additional simulations should be performed

using various kinds of configurations.

A sound research direction would

be the investigation of a general approach to development of an analytical

model which uses simulation results and regression to solve a wide variety
of queuing problem in any given configuration.
9.2.2 Hardware Implementation and Switching Device Design

In this study, only a general direction for the implementation of
hardware architecture has been presented. It would be useful to examine
implementations of the Hybrid-Meshnet MU using a wide variety of current technologies.
9.2.3 Development of Fault Diagnosis Algorithm

Reliability is an issue that should be more fully explored. A considerable capacity for fault detection and recovery may be automatically
performed by the MU. Since Hybrid-Meshnet encompasses several unique
features, including hybrid topology and control mechanisms, it may be pos-

sible to develop a more efficient distributed fault diagnosis algorithms than
the existing general algorithms. Fault recovery should also be considered.
9.2.4 Design of Operating System

Investigation of techniques for designing a network operating system

for Hybrid-Meshnet is recommended. The network operating system could
be a device which allows each machine to operate under its own operating
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system, but with the network operating system implemented as though the

collection of user programs were running on various host operating systems. Another technique would be to develop a distributed operating sys-

tem which could be used by all network components. This could be configured as a collection of loosely coupled modules based upon an operating

system design tailored to a particular network configuration and application
by putting some of these operating module.
9.2.5 Investigation of Application Area

Another area for future research is the application of HybridMeshnet in a hierarchy of interconnected LAN systems, so that smaller

networks may be joined into larger and more powerful distributed computing systems. In addition, the connection of Hybrid- Meshnet to other

types of networks should be considered.
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A.1

Formats and Facilities of

Hybrid-Meshnet Protocol

Most of the formats and facilities of Hybrid-Meshnet are modifications of IEEE token ring standard 802.5 [IEEE 82c] for ease of comprehension and description, as well as for purposes of standardization. All

of the material which follows can be used as a guideline for the basic
frame of the first stage of the implementation of Hybrid-Meshnet protocol.
A.1.1

Token Ring Message Format

There are two kinds of messages which use the token ring: data
messages and control messages.
(1) Format:

(a) Token Format (the token shall be the means by which
the network control is passed from one node to another):
SD = Starting Delimiter (8bits)
SD

TC ED

TC = Type and Control (8 bits)
10000000

ED = Ending Delimiter (8 bits)

(b) Data Message Frame Format:
SD

CONTROL DA

SA

DATA

CRC

SD = Starting Delimiter (8 bits)
CONTROL = Control Code (include TC) (16 bits)
DA = Destination Address (16 bits)

ED
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SA = Source Address (16 bits)
DATA = Data Information (variable size)
CRC = Cyclic Redundancy Check Sequence (16 bits)

ED = Ending Delimiter (8 bits)

(c) Control Message Frame Format:
SD

CONTROL DA

SA

INFO

CRC

ED

SD = Starting Delimiter

CONTROL = Control Code (include TC) (16 bits)
DA = Destination Address (16 bits)

SA = Source Address (16 bits)
INFO = Information related to control code (0 or variable
size)
CRC = Frame Check Sequence (16 bits)

ED = Ending Delimiter (8 bits)
(d) Fill: When a node is transmitting, it transmits fill pre-

ceding the frames which follow to avoid what would be an inactive or in-

termediate transmitter state.
(2) Field Description (of the individual fields in the tokens and

frames):

(a) Starting Delimiter (SD):
J = Non-Data-J

JKOJK000

K = Non-Data-K

0 = Binary Zero

A frame or token shall be started with these eight symbols.
If otherwise, it shall not be considered valid.

The

non-data symbols, J and K, use a different rule, in
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which a signal element of the same polarity is transmitted, while data symbols, 1 and 0, use mid-bit
transitions.
(b)

Control Code (CONTROL)
TC

TACZZZPP XXXXXXXX
T: Token Bit
A:

Data Message Acknowledgement bit

C:

Control Message Bit

PP: Priority Bits

If the token bit is a 0 in a token and the control message bit
is a 1 in a frame, then the message is a control message and
ZZZ:

Control Message type designator field

000:

Path Request (Flood Routing)

001:

Path Request (Fixed Routing)

010:

Path Request (Learning Mode)

011:

Reserved

100:

Path Grant (Fixed and Flood Routing)

101:

Path Grant (Learning Mode)

110:

Reserved

111:

Reserved

XXXXXXXX: This field may include information concerning

message type, block count, process synchronization, lost

message, error handling, etc. This will not be dis-

cussed, since it is closely related to high level protocols.
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(c) Destination and Source Address (SA and DA) Fields.
Each frame shall contain two address fields: the destination address and

the source address, in that order. Each address field has 16 bits: 8 bits
for node interface address and 8 bits for process number.
8

Node Interface
Address

8

Process
Number

(d) DATA Field: If a token bit is a 0 in a token bit and
the control message bit C is a 0 in a CONTROL frame, then the message
is a broadcast-type data transmission message and the DATA field is a
variable size composed of bits of information generated by the source
node.

The format of this variable-bit information is defined in the con-

trol field.
(e) Information Related to Control Code (INFO) Field: A
control message frame shall have some information concerning the control

message (e.g., a source and destination address pair for implicit acknowledgement). Therefore, this field may be either zero or variable size.

(f) Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) Field: The CRC shall
be a 16-bit sequence based on the standard generator polynomial of degtree
16, which is the remainder generated by the polynomial division of all the
preceding bits, including CONTROL, DA, SA, DATA, and CRC.

(g) Ending Delimiter (ED):

J = non-data-J

JKIJK 1 OE

K = non-data-K

1 = binary one

E = Error Detect bit
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The transmitting node shall transmit the ending delimiter as
shown, and receiving nodes shall consider the ending delimiter (ED) valid

if the first six symbols J K 1 J K 1 are received correctly.
NOTE: Error detected bit (E bit): The error detected bit
(E) shall be transmitted as 0 by the transmit node. The E-bit of tokens

and frames that are repeated shall be set to 1 when a frame with an error is detected; otherwise the E-bit is repeated as received.
A.1.2 Data Links Message Format

There are two kinds of messages which use data links: a data
message or its acknowledgement and a short packet for freeing (NACK)
or reserving (CACK) data links.
(1) FORMAT:

(a) Data Message Frame Format: All data messages transmitted through the data bus have the following message format.
SFLAG CONTROL
SFLAG:

DA

INFO

SA

DATA

CRC

EFLAG

Starting Flag (8 bits)

CONTROL: Control Code (16 bits)
DA:

Destination Address (16 bits)

INFO: Information Related to Control Code (0 or variable

size)
SA:

Source Address (16 bits)

DATA: Data Information ( variable size )
CRC:

Cyclic Redundancy Check Sequence (16 bits)

EFLAG: Ending Flag (8 bits)
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NOTE: Control Code, Source, and Destination fields are not

necessary; they are included for verification since they should have been
announced to the destination by the Path Request control message before

the data message transmission.
(b) Data Message Acknowledgement Frame Format:
SFLAG

CONTROL

DA

SA

CRC

EFLAG

SFLAG: Starting Flag (8 bits)

CONTROL: Control Code (16 bits)
DA:

Destination Address (16 bits)

SA:

Source Address (16 bits)

CRC:

Cyclic Redundancy Check (16 bits)

EFLAG: Ending Flag (8 bits)
NOTE: Control Code, Source, and Destination fields are not

necessary; they are included since there is no need of routing and the data
path was already set-up. Therefore, rather than this format, a short
packet may be used for data message acknowledgement.
(2) Field Description: The following is a detailed description of

the individual fields in the data link message frames.

(a) Starting Flag (SFLAG):
J = Non-data-J

JKO 0 0 0 0 0

K = Non-data-K

0 = binary zero

A data message using data links shall be started with these eight symbols.
(b) Control Code (CONTROL): The control field may include information concerning data message type, block counts, process
number, and means of process synchronization. Breakdown of the control
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field into appropriate subfields will not be considered here, since it is
closely related to higher level protocols.
(c) Destination and Source Address (DA and SA) Fields:

Each frame has two address fields: the destination and the source, in that
order. Each address field has 16 bits: 8 bits for the node interface ad-

dress and 8 bits for the process number.
NOTE: Control Code, Source, and Destination fields are not
necessary; they are included since they should have been announced to the

destination by the Path Request control message prior to transmission of
this data message.
(d) Information Related to Control Code (INFO) Field: A

data message frame may require information concerning the control code.

For example, intermediate node addresses may be attached to this field in
a learning mode flood routing data transmission.
(e) Data Information (DATA) Field: The data information

field consist of variable sizes of bits of information generated by the
source node.

(f) Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) field: The CRC field
is a 16 bit sequence based upon the generator polynomial of degree 16.
(g) Ending Flag (EFLAG) Field:

J = non-zero-data-J

JK 1 1 1 1 AI

K = non-zero-data-K

1 = binary 1

A = interactive mode frame bit

I = intermediate frame bit
Interactive Mode Frame Bit: To indicate that this is a frame

of a series of interactive communications, the A shall be transmitted as 1.
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An A bit of 0 indicates the last or only frame of the interactive communication.

Intermediate Frame Bit: To indicate that this is an interme-

diate (or first) frame of a multiple frame transmission, the I shall be
transmitted as 1. An I bit of 0 indicates the last or only frame of the
transmission.

(3) Negative Acknowledgement (NACK) Packet Frame:

JKO 0 0 0 JK
(4) Connection Acknowledgement (CACK) packet Frame:

JK 0 1 1 OJK
A.1.3

Timers
The values of the timers shall be established by mutual agreement

among the users of the Hybrid-Meshnet LAN [IEEE 82c].

(1) Timer, Holding Token (THT): Each node has a timer THT

to control the maximum period of time the node may control the entire

network after capturing a token. A node may initiate generation and

transmission of a new token if the data transmission is finished (in the
case of a broadcast data transmisson) or if the node received a Path
Grant control message and CACK (in the case of a flood routing or fixed

routing) before the timer THT expires.
(2) Timer, Return to Repeat (TRR): Each node has a timer TRR

in its token ring interface to ensure that the station shall return to the repeat state. The TRR should have a value greater than the maximum ring
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latency.

The maximum ring latency consists of the signal propagation de-

lay around a maximum-length ring, plus the sum of all node latencies.
(3) Timer, Valid Transmission (TVT): Each node has a timer

TVT to detect the absence of valid transmissions.
(4) Timer, No Token (TNT): Each node has a timer TNT to

recover from various token related error situations. The TNT should

have a time value no less than TRR, plus n times THT (where n is the
number of nodes on the ring).
A.1.4 Flags and Register

Flags are used to recall the occurrence of a particular event. They
shall be set when the event occurs. The flags are as listed below and
are summarized in Table A-1:
(1) C_Destin i Flag array: A flag array where i is the node ad-

dress in the network and can have a value from 1 to n, where n is the
maximum number of nodes on the ring. Each such flag array is set upon

monitoring a Path Grant control message frame on the ring with the corresponding destination C-Destin Flag bit equal to 1, and is reset upon monitoring a data message Acknowledgement control message frame on the

ring with the bit equal to 0.

(2) C _Source i Flag array: A flag array where i is a node address in the network and i can have a value from 1 to n, where n is the
maximum number of nodes on the ring. Each such flag array is set upon

monitoring a Path Grant control message frame on the ring with the cor-

responding QSource flag bit equal to 1, and is reset upon monitoring

a

data message Acknowledgement control message on the ring with the bit
equal to 0.
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(3) N Destin
(Nominated Destination) Flag: A flag which is set
_
upon monitoring a Path Request control message frame which indicates that

the node is a nominated destination node for the routing state which is to
follow.

(4) St_Rx_Ring (Start Receiving Data from Ring) Flag: A flag

which is set upon receiving a broadcast data message frame for which the
DA field matches the node in order to indicate that initiation of reception.
(5) St_Rx_Link (Start Receiving Data from Link) Flag: A flag

which is set upon receiving a flood data message frame from one of its
data links notifying it of the initiation of reception.
(6) Flood Flag: A flag which is set when a source (controller)

node transmits and remove a Path Request control message in order to
initiate data message flooding.

(7) Grant Flag: A flag which is set upon receiving a flood data

message frame advising the need to broadcast a Path Grant control message frame.

(8) A (Acknowledgment) Flag: A flag which is set upon receiving
an Ending Flag (EFLAG) of a flood data message frame advising of the
completed reception of data and need for an Acknowledgment.

(9) I (Intermediate Frame) Flag: A flag which is set upon receiving an Ending Flag (EFLAG) with the I bit equal to 0.
(10) IA (Interactive Mode) Flag: A flag which is set upon re-

ceiving an Ending Flag (EFLAG) with the A bit equal to 0.

(11) MA (Medium Access) Flag: A flag which is set upon re-

ceiving an SA (Source Address), which is equal to the node's address

from the ring.
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(12) C Comm
(Number of Current Communication) Register: A
_
register, the value of which is incremented upon monitoring a Path Grant
control message, and which is decremented upon monitoring a data message
Acknowledgement control message from the ring.

The contents of the

register are required to determine the use of a fixed routing data transmission.

(13) BDRN (Broadcast Data Transmission Reference Number)

Register: A register which has the value of the BDRN. The contents of
this register are required to determine the use of a broadcast data transmission.

Table A-1. Flag and Register of NIU.
Name of Flag or Register

Set-by

Used-by

C Destin Flag Array
C_Source Flag Array
N_Destin
St_Rx_Ring
St Rx Link
FLOOD
Grant

ring
ring
ring
ring
link
ring
link
link
link
link
ring
ring
external

network
network
network
ring
link
link
ring
link, ring
link
link
ring
network
network

A
I

IA

MA
C_Comm Register
BDRN Register
NOTES:

ring: Token Ring Interface
link: Data Links Interface
network: Local Communication Controller
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A.2 Data Link I (Medium Access Control)

Sub layer Specifications

In this section, the specifications of the procedures used in the Data
Link I (MAC) sublayer are discussed. Throughout this discussion, the
following definitions will be used:

A.2.1

CACK

Connection Acknowledgement Frame

CRC

Cyclic Redundancy Check Field of a frame

CONTROL

Control Code of a frame

DA

Destination Address Field of a frame

DRB

Data Link Receive Buffer

DTB

Data Link Transmission Buffer

LLC

Data Link II (Logical Link Control) Sub layer

MAC

Data Link I (Medium Access Control) Sub layer

NACK

Negative Acknowledgement frame

PCDU

Protocol Control Data Unit

PDU

Protocol Data Unit

SA

Source Address Field of a frame

THT

Timer, Holding Token

TRB

Token Ring Receive Buffer

TRR

Token, Return to Repeat

TTB

Token Ring Transmission Buffer

Overview

This subsection provides an overview of the frame transmission and
reception of token ring and data links.
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(1) Frame Transmission and Reception--Token Ring: Authority to

access the token ring physical medium is decided by a set of rules invoked while passing a token around the ring. The data transmission is

initiated as follows. Upon request for transmission of a PDU from the
LLC, the MAC prefixes the PDU with appropriate CONTROL, DA, and SA

fields and places them in the queue to either TTB or DTB, according to
the decision of the Data Link II (LLC) sublayer. If a PDU is placed in

the TTB queue, the PDU (data message) frame is broadcast. If a PDU is
placed in the DTB queue, the NIU enters a routing state. After a series
of exchanges of appropriate PCDU, invoked by placing the PCDU in the

TTB queue and including a Path Request control message according to a

selected data transmission method, the PDU in the DTB is transmitted
through the data links. If the C_Destin flag is set, indicating that the intended destination node is already busy, the node passes the token to next

node rather than invoke a routing state. In the routing state, new PDUs

are deferred from being placed in the TTB queue. The PCDU includes a
Path Request, Path Grant, and Acknowledgement control messages. If

PDUs are placed in both DTB and TTB queues, the PDU in the TTB has
the higher priority.

(a) Token ring, Control Message Frame Transmission:
Upon request for transmission of a PCDU, the MAC prefixes the PCDU

with appropriate CONTROL, DA, and SA fields and places it in the TTB
queue. Upon queuing the PCDU for transmission and after the corre-

sponding conditions for the PCDU are met, the node begins to transmit the

frame. During transmission, the CRC for the frame is accumulated and
appended to the end of the file.
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(b) Token Ring, Data Message Frame Transmission: Upon

request for transmission of a PDU, the MAC prefixes the PDU with ap-

propriate CONTROL, DA, and SA fields and places in in the TTB queue
to await reception of the token. Upon queuing the PDU for transmission

and following receipt of a token frame, it is changed to a start-of-frame
sequence by setting the token bit and then begins to transmit a frame.
During transmission, the CRC for the frame is accumulated and appended

to the end of the DATA field.

(c) Token Ring, Token Transmission: In a broadcast-type
data transmission, after transmission of the frame has been completed, the

node checks to see if its address has been returned in the SA field, as
indicated by the MA FLAG. If it has not been returned, the node transmits fill until the MA FLAG is set. If the MA FLAG is set, the node
transmits a token.
In other types of data transmissions (i.e., flood routing, fixed
routing, or learning mode flood routing), after transmission and removal

of the returned PCDU, the node checks the data links to determine if the
CACK has returned or if the Path Grant control message has returned, indicated, respectively, by the CACK FLAG or the GRANT FLAG. If they

have not been returned, the node transmits fill until the CACK FLAG and

GRANT FLAG are set or the Token Holding Time (THT) has expired,

at which time the station transmits a token and the routing state is terminated.

(d) Token ring, Frame (Data Message) Reception: All of

the nodes, while repeating the incoming signal stream, check for frames
they should copy or act upon. If the CONTROL bits match the broadcast

data transmission code and if the DA field matches the node address, the
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St Rx Ring flag is set and the DA, SA, DATA, and CRC fields are copied
into a TRB and subsequently forwarded to the appropriate sublayer.

(e) Token ring, Control Message Monitoring: All nodes,

while repeating the incoming signal stream, check it for frames: If the
Acknowledgement bit of the CONTROL frame is 1 (by either an explicit
or an implicit Acknowledgement control message), the node clears the

C_Destin flag and the C_Source flag according to the DA and SA of the
completed communication; If the CONTROL frame matches a Path Request

control message and the DA field matches the node address, the node sets

the N_Destin flag and determines if a new incoming flood data message

has arrived at one of its data links, indicated by an St_Rx_Link flag. If
the St Rx Link flag has been set, the node transmit a PCDU (Path Grant
control message); If the CONTROL frame matches a Path Grant control
message, the node sets the C_Destin flag and the C_Source flag, according
to the DA and SA of the initiated communication.

(2) Frame Transmission and Reception-Data Links:

(a) Data Links, Data Message Frame Transmission:

Upon

queuing the PDU into the DTB for transmission and after transmission of
a PCDU (Path Request control message), indicated by the Flood flag, the

node floods a data frame in the DTB to all of the free outgoing links.
During transmission, the CRC for the frame is accumulated and appended

to the end of the DATA field.
(b) Data Links, Data Message Frame Reception: If a node
has been determined as the destination node, indicated by the N_Destin

flag, and if a new incoming data frame has been flooded, the St_Rx_Link
flag is set to indicate initiation of data reception and the CONTROL, DA,
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SA, DATA, and CRC fields are copied into the DRB and forwarded to the
appropriate sublayer.

In a node which is not the nominated destination node, indi-

cated by a 0 in the N_Destin flag, it repeats the incoming signals to the
free outgoing data links.

(c) Data Links, Data Message Acknowledgement Frame
Transmission: A current destination node, upon setting A flag, sends a
Data Message Acknowledgement frame to the outgoing link from which it

received a flood data message frame in order to free the reserved data
links and to claim the need to broadcast an Acknowledgement control message.

(d) Data Links, Data Message Acknowledgement Frame Reception: If an intermediate node receives a Data Message Acknowledge-

ment frame from one of its connected data links, the node repeats the
transmission back to the initially selected data link from which it received

the flood data message frame, releasing the reserved data links.
If a source node receives a Data Message Acknowledgement

frame from one of its data links, it releases the used link.
(e) Data Links, Short Frame (CACK, NACK) Transmission:
If a nominated destination node, indicated by N_Destin flag, receives a

message, indicated by a St_Rx_Link flag, it generates and transmits a
CACK to the outgoing link from which it received the flood data message
frame.

If a node which is not the nominated destination node

(intermediate node), indicated by a0 in the N_Destin flag, and if there is
no free outgoing data link for repeating the incoming signal, the node gen-

erates and transmits a NACK back to the outgoing link from which it
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received the flood data message frame in order to temporarily free the
reserved data links.

(f) Data Links, Short Frame (CACK, NACK) Reception: If
a node receives a CACK from one of its connected data links, it repeats
the transmission back to the initially selected link from which it received
the flood data message frame, setting up a bidirectional path between the
data link from which the CACK arrived and the initially selected link.

The node then ceases to repeat the flood data message frame to the other
temporarily connected links, freeing all temporarily reserved data links
except the one which originated the CACK.

If a node receives a NACK from one or more of its connected data links, the node stops repeating the flood data message frame,

freeing those temporarily reserved data links related to the flood data
message.

(3) Priority Operations:

Hybrid-Meshnet has priority related facilities. However, the activ-

ities related to priority and interactive operations are not discussed in in
the current study.
A.2.2

Specifications

This subsection is a formal description of Hybrid-Meshnet operations.

Detailed operations of the token ring interface are not described

since they are not important for the explanation of Hybrid-Meshnet proto-

col and are very similar to IEEE standard token ring protocol [IEEE 82c].
(1) Operations of Token Ring Interface: The operational FSM

token ring interface may be explained as shown in Figure A-1.

vidual state descriptions are as follows:

The indi-
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(a) State 0: Repeat. In the repeat state, the bits that are
received are repeated on the line to the next node. Certain bits and fields

in the repeated bit stream may be modified and certain actions taken without changing their state. Transitions can be made to State 1, State 2,

State 3, State 4, State 8, or State 9.
(b) State 1: Transmit Data Frame. While in this state, the

node transmits a broadcast data message frame. Transition is made to
State 7.

(c) State 2: Receive Data. While in this state, the node receives a broadcast data message frame. Transition is made to State 0.
(d) State 3: Transmit Path Grant. While in this state, the

node transmits a Path Grant control message frame. Transition is made

to State 7.

(e) State 4: Transmit Path Request. While in this state,
the node transmit a Path Request control message frame. At this time,

if the C_ Comm flag is zero, a Fixed Routing Path Request control message is transmitted. Transition is made to State 5.

(f) State 5: Transmit Fill. In this state, fill shall be
transmitted until the message is returned from the frame from which it
was transmitted, indicated by an MA_ flag. Transition is made to
State 6.
(g) State 6: Await Path Grant. In this state, fill shall be

transmitted until the Path Grant control message frame is received or the
THT has expired. Transition is made to State 0.
(h) State 7: Transmit Fill. Same as State 5. Transition

is made to State 0.
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(i) State 8: Transmit Token. While in this state, the node
transmits a token frame. Transition is made to State 0.

(j) State 9: Transmit Acknowledgement. While in this
state, the node transmit an Acknowledgement control message frame.

Transition is made to State 7.
(2) Operations of Data Links interface:

The operational FSM of the data links interface is illustrated in
Figure A-2, and the transitions of data link segments may be explained as
illustrated in Figure A-3. The individual state description of the data

links interface is as follows:
(a) State 0: Idle. While in this state, the node does nothing.

A transition can be made to either State 1, State 3, or State 5.
(b) State 1: Repeat I. While in this state, the node (an in-

termediate node) repeats the incoming flood data message to the all of
free outgoing data links. Transition is made to State 0 or State 2.

(c) State : Repeat II. While in this state, the node (an
intermediate node) repeats the incoming flood data message to one of the
data links from which the CACK arrived. Transition is made to State 0.
(d) State 3: Transmit I. While in this state, the node (a

source node) transmit a data message to the all of the free outgoing data
links. Transition is made to State 0 or State 4.

(e) State 4: Transmit II. While in this state, the node (a
source node) repeats transmission of a data message to the data link from
which CACK arrived. Transition is made to State 0.

(f) State 5: Receive. While in this state, the node (a destination node) receives a data message.
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Transitions
T1

: St_Rx_Ring FLAG

T2 : Unconditional Transition
T3 : NO PDU in TTB .OR. NO PDU in DTB .0R. (PDU in DTB.AND.C_Destin)
T4 : Unconditional Transition
T5

:

A FLAG

T6 : Unconditional Transition

T7 : PDU_Queued in TTB .AND. Token
TB : Unconditional Transition
T9

:

PDU _Queued in DTB .AND. Token

T10: Unconditional Transition
T11: NA FLAG .OR. TRR Expired

T12: (Grant FLAG .AND. CACK FLAG) .0R. TNT Expired
T13: N_Destin FLAG .AND. St Rx_Link FLAG
T14: NA FLAG .0R. 111R Expired

T15: Unconditional Transition

Figure A-1. Operational Finite State Machine Diagram
of Token Ring Interface.
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Transitions

T1

: FLOOD FLAG

T2

: NACK

T3

: Acknowledgement

T4

: CACK

15

: Not N_Destin .AND. St_Rx_Link FLAG

T6

: NACK

T7

: CACK

18

: Acknowledgement

T9

: N_Destin FLAG .AND. St_fix_Link FLAG

T10 : Acknowledgement

Figure A-2. Operational Finite State Machine Diagram
of Data Links Interface.
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FLOOD FLAG &
St Rx_Link FLAG

Acknowledgement

1

2

Busy I
CACK

Busy II

State 0 : Idle State
State 1

:

Busy I State (Tentatively Reserved State)

State 2

:

Busy II State (Reserved State)

Figure A-3. State Transition Diagram of a Data Link Segment.

